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INTRODUCTION

Talent without discipline  
is like an octopus on roller skates. 
There’s plenty of movement,  
but you never know if it’s going  
to be forward, backwards,  
or sideways.”
- H. JACKSON BROWN, JR

‘

While St John has historical associations with the military, our 
objectives and methods have changed.  What hasn’t changed 
is our need to build teamwork, self-discipline, confidence and 
respect.  This is evident in St John Youth’s Mission Statement:

“To provide a safe and secure environment where young 
people learn first aid, health care, self-discipline and general 
life skills.”

Drill is a compulsory part of our programme, and one of the  
many topics that leaders can teach to further our mission.  
As such we urge leaders to make drill a key part of their activities 
Many people think that drill exists only for ceremonial occasions, 
however the true purpose of drill is:

To produce a cadet who is proud, disciplined and able to 
follow instructions.
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INTRODUCTION

 > A bit of history
Drill primarily began with the movement and defence of military 
units.  The modern purpose close order drill is to teach people by 
experience to obey orders and to do so immediately in the correct 
way. Close order drill is one foundation of discipline and esprit de 
corps or group identity and pride. Additionally, it is still one of the 
finest methods for developing confidence and leadership abilities 
in young training leaders.

Originally drill was created for infantry units.  This allowed the 
men of units to move together and respond together to any 
threat.  It permitted the units to move at a set rate and cover a 
known amount of distance in a set amount of time.  It increased 
the attacking effect of the men of the unit with timed sword 
thrusts and spear thrust and on defence it allowed the groups to 
raise their shields and pikes in a shared defence of groups. As war 

and its techniques changed drill remained an important part of 
battles.  With the advent of the musket drill became important 
to allow members of a unit to continuously fire while others 
loaded in a rolling response to attacks.  This lead to images of the 
unstoppable British Redcoats with their advancing rolling ranks 
allowing them to lay down a harrowing rate of fire.  This form of 
musket drill lead to the form of modern drill and became the seat 
of formal ceremonial activity for uniformed organisations around 
the world.  

Many of the greatest ceremonies we see today such as the 
changing of the guard, the trooping of the colour, as well as state 
funerals and other major military functions and affairs are based 
entirely on drill that holds its moves back hundreds of years.

 > Positive youth development
Drill is an extremely important part of our programme and a great 
tool for undertaking our goal of positive youth development.  
Drill teaches a number of things that benefit our cadets as both 
members of St John and as future leaders of New Zealand.  Drill 
teaches our members discipline, pride and the important ability to 
follow commands and instructions as they are given.  

When drill is done with passion and commitment it gives our 
members satisfaction in themselves, pride in their uniforms and a 
sense of being part of something bigger than themselves.  When 
our members are trained to a high standard it allows them to 
demonstrate this to other people on parades and it also gives us a 
chance to show their pride in St John by performing drill at formal 
ceremonies such as Investitures, building openings and church 
parades.

As with all things in our programme approach drill with passion 
and encourage young people to be the best they can be - with 
a drive towards excellence.  Where drill is properly practised it 
has a flow on affect into everything else at a Youth Division.  The 
passion,  professionalism, discipline and commitment make 
divisions easier to teach and lead.  It is a simple and easy exercise 
that can be used as an ice breaker, a time filler or even just a 
distraction or energy outlet for boisterous cadets.
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Definitions
Drill is full of unique words that can often seem like a whole other 
language.  The following definitions will help you understand 
many of the common words used in drill.

 > The parade ground
Any area or space that is designated for drill is called a parade 
ground. This area is to be respected and is only reserved for 
members performing drill. 

If someone needs to get from one side of the parade ground to 
the other, members must walk around the parade ground. If it 
is necessary to cross the parade ground, members must do so 
while marching and without disrupting other members (similar to 
spectating at a sporting event).

A parade ground is usually led by an officer or NCO. If there are a 
lot of members divided into groups, they usually have designated 
spaces on the parade ground in order to prevent collisions and 
disruption to activities.

The Left, Right, Advance and Retire

When a squad is formed up there are four important directions; 
the Advance, the Retire, the Left and the Right.  When you form 
up a squad the direction that they begin facing is the Advance, 
the direction they are facing away from is the Retire.  The direction 
that is on their left at the time of forming up is the Left and the 
direction that is on their right when formed is the Right.  This 
comes into play at the giving of commands, i.e. Squad will 
Advance, or Squad will move to the Left. 

Ranks and Files

A rank is a line of cadets side by side. A file is a line of cadets in 
front or behind the other.

ADVANCE

RETIRE

RIGHT LEFT

Rank
File
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 > Leader ceremonial roles
Leaders may or may not hold an appointment (rank) and can be 
used to fill any number of roles in drill and ceremonies. 

Officer 

Any leader who holds an appointment of Assistant Divisional 
Manager or higher.

Parade Commander (CO)

The officer in charge of a parade. Sometimes referred to as a 
Commanding Officer if they hold authority outside of a formal 
parade (such as a camp coordinator).

Executive Officer (XO)

The second-in-command, reporting to the CO. The XO is typically 
responsible for managing day-to-day activities such as logistics 
and implementing planned activities, freeing the CO to focus on 
wider planning and execution. The XO also takes charge in the 
absence of the CO.

Section Officer

The officer responsible for the training and development of cadets 
in a section. Often assisted by two or more senior NCOs that are 
referred to as Drill Instructors (DI).

Duty Officer (DO)

A rotating position assigned to a junior officer in a roster-type 
system. The Duty Officer acts as the COs representative, attending 
to menial tasks such as inspecting duties, documenting events 
and being on call during the night. They are often assigned an 
NCO to assist them in this role which also includes raising and 
lowering flags during their term of service (usually half a day). 
Both are identified by a red brassard.

 > Cadet ceremonial roles

Cadet

For the purposes of this guide, all references to ‘cadets’ include 
members performing drill that are not officers (penguins, cadets 
and NCOs)

Non-Commissioned Officer (NCO)

Any cadet who holds the rank of Corporal, Sergeant or Cadet 
Leader. NCOs who fill a leadership role on a parade can also be 
referred to as a supernumerary during commands.

Drill Instructor (DI)

Senior NCO that assists a Section Officer in their role.

Duty NCO (DNCO)

A rotating position assigned to a junior NCO to assist the Duty 
Officer, identified by a red brassard.

Colour Party Commander

The cadet in command of a Colour Party (consisting of a colour 
bearer and two escorts).

Sergeant Major (CSM)

Not a rank, but usually the senior NCO in a company. They are 
directly responsible to the Commanding Officer for all matters 
pertaining to dress, discipline and morale, acting as monitors of 
and advocates for cadets in the company.

This role is given only for specific occasions and on the approval 
of the Regional Youth Manager.  It is used as a training and 
development position for senior NCOs, and is a position of 
extreme responsibility, honour and privilege to hold.
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 > Formations of members

Team

Formations of 2-9 members (usually used in drill competitions)

Squad

Small formations 10-30 strong led by an NCO (usually used during 
exercises and practise).

Division (or Section)

Formations of two or more squads.

Company

Formations of two or more sections without Officers.

Parade

Formations of two or more sections with Officers on the parade 
ground.

Colour Party

Formations carrying a Colour (usually in a party of four).

Honour Guard

Two ranks of cadets and leaders flanking either side of a walk way 
creating an aisle to mark respect for an individual or group.

Official Party (OP)

The term used to define any visiting officers of importance that 
will inspect a parade (such as Senior Order Members).

 > Common terms

Marker

The member on whom a squad takes up position (e.g. right 
marker).

Dressing

The act of aligning up in formation with squad, based on the 
marker’s position.

Quick Time

Quick time is 120 beats a minute.

Slow Time

Slow time is 65 beats per minute.

Raise the Knee 

The leg that is on the ground is kept straight. The 
opposite knee is raised in front of the body so that 
the thigh is parallel to the ground. The toe hangs 
down at a natural angle. 

Bend the Knee 

As for “Raise the Knee” except the thigh is raised high 
enough to allow the toe to hang naturally 15cm from 
the ground.

Raise the Foot 

As for raise the knee except the foot is raised keeping 
the heel in line with the stationary leg. The toe hangs 
down at a natural angle, 15cm from the ground. 
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 > Uniform
Our uniform is the ultimate statement of belonging to St John 
to the public. Our uniform should always be worn with pride.  It 
should be clean and worn correctly in accordance with the Human 
Resources Manual.  

The St John uniform should always be worn professionally and 
set a good example. On the parade ground members should also 
bring focus and passion. As per the definition, uniform is literally 
all about a standard set of clothing worn without variation in 
detail.

Casual / Mufti
�4 No prescribed uniform (drill shoes and head dress if practical)
�4 Appropriate for quick routine parades on camps and fun 

nights, practising manoeuvres and competition training.

Operational uniform
�4 Adult operational and cadet jacket ‘green side’
�4 Appropriate for normal divisional nights, practising 

manoeuvres and competition training.

Formal uniform
�4 Cadet jacket ‘black side’ and adult formal jacket
�4 Appropriate for parades, reviews, inspections, drill displays, 

prize givings, competitions, church services, guards of honour, 
formal dinners and enrolment ceremonies.

Mess Kit / Dress
�4 Cadet jacket ‘black side’ and adult formal jacket, mess kit, dress 

or ball gown
�4 Appropriate for formal dinners and black tie events

Operational Uniform Formal Uniform
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Drill and you 
Drill is both a powerful tool and learning experience in both 
leadership and being lead.  Drill teaches and gives experience 
in taking charge and command of various sized groups and 
individuals.  It also teaches us how to respond to instructions 

quickly and effectively.  Understanding our place in the chain of 
command and contributing to the effective overall success of the 
team is important to being prepared to respond to any situation 
or contingency.

 > Stand and deliver

Attitude and Bearing

On the parade ground a certain attitude and bearing is expected.  
Essentially, this is defined as a military bearing: behaving with 
decorum and discipline.  Members should maintain a disciplined 
and stern demeanour.  Head and eyes should be to the front, not 
speaking unless spoken to and keeping focused and intent on the 
task.

When taking part in drill every member should give it 100%.  This 
means maintaining a professional appearance and a focused 
mindset.  When formed up as part of a squad, members need to 
perform the movements with their full ability and precision. 

 > Loud and proud

Command, Address and Speaking

When performing drill, the language and communication should 
be of a high standard.  When members are formed in a squad they 
should be silent and focused, but if someone asked a question 
they should answer in a loud, proud and enthusiastic voice. 

When members are asked a question or given an instruction it is 
appropriate to respond with an acknowledgement of the role of 
the person they are responding to at the end of the statement.

For example, a yes/no question should be answered Yes Sir/
Ma’am/Sergeant/Corporal.  Excessive use of sir and ma’am should 
be avoided.  It is unnecessary to respond with Sir or Ma’am before 
and after statements (i.e. “Sir, Yes Sir” is not required).

When addressing a cadet or NCO in a squad or in command of a 
squad, members should address them by their rank and last name. 
(e.g. Sergeant Smith).  With officers they should be addressed as 
either Sir or Ma’am or as Mr, Miss or Mrs as appropriate.

Although some adults may initially feel uncomfortable being 
called Mr or Miss, this is the appropriate form of address during 
drill. Addressing people by their first names is inappropriate on 
parade.

As with anything in the Youth programme, members need to keep 
their energy high and show enthusiasm, especially if younger 
members are part of drill.
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 > The boss

Being in Command

Commanders of a squad need to be the best role model they 
can be.  When taking command of a squad they should wear 
the uniform of that day (e.g. formal, operational) at the highest 
standard.  This means checking all aspects of uniform are correct 
and presentable: 

�4 Uniform correct, right badges, right placement, clean, ironed 
and shoes shined
�4 Hair clean and cut to the right length, of a natural colour and 

worn appropriately (tied up or in a bun net)
�4 A clean appearance: for males, clean shaven; for females, make 

up of a limited and tasteful level
�4 Nails clean and trimmed and of a natural colour
�4 Jewellery of a minimal nature as set out in the HR Manual.

Commanders need to know their commands fully and you are 
prepared to give them in the correct manner, time, clearly and in 
a loud and effective command voice.  Their voice should be aimed 
to fill the whole space they are commanding, making it obvious 
that they expect to be obeyed and clear that anything else won’t 
be acceptable.  This is particularly important if they are judging or 
commanding at a formal function.  

Commanders must also be aware that cadets and members will 
take their cue off the person in command and the standard they 
set must be the highest.

 > Over the posts

Setting Goals

Drill is what you make of it: if members put in a solid effort they 
will gain a great reward from it.  It is a tool and a motivator that is 
very important to our programme.  When members first start off 
on drill, take it slow and build up to it.  Always remember that just 
like any other physical skill it takes time to learn and master.  Start 
slowly with new cadets and new divisions especially.  A show drill 
team cannot be created over night, but divisions that build their 
skill over time and frequently practise will get there.

Every divisional night should include a short drill session.  The 
night should begin and end with a quick parade and short drill 
lessons can also be included in a standard divisional programme 
(playing a drill game, mastering a new skill or just practising a 
parade move). 

Divisions can also call on local experts.  They are the people who 
can really help members excel at drill.  Above all, make sure that 
whenever you do drill you are doing it at 100%.
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On the spot
Manoeuvres at the Halt
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MANOEUVRES AT THE HALT

Stationary Positions
There are three stationary positions in drill - attention, standing at 
ease and standing easy. All commanding and drill manoeuvres are 
performed at the position of attention, with the other positions 

used for rest periods during practise and parades (e.g. formal 
breaks, changes of command, instruction, briefings and addresses 
from officers).

Feet Position

15⁰ 15⁰

30⁰

Hands

FrontSide

Feet Position

15⁰ 15⁰

30⁰

30cm

FrontSide

Hands

 > Attention “Shun”

�4 Heels together and in line
�4 Feet turned out at an angle of approximately 30 degrees
�4 Legs straight without locking knees
�4 Body straight, tall and square to the front
�4 Arms straight, elbows close to the sides, fists lightly clenched, 

thumbs to the front and in line with seams on pants or skirts
�4 Shoulders held naturally and back
�4 Head up and chin in, eyes looking straight to the front at own 

height.

Attention is the drill position. It is important to breathe and 
move toes to rock gently back and forth so that the blood is kept 
flowing. Commanders should not leave members at this position 
for long periods - use ‘stand at ease’ for talking, instruction and 
breaks.

 > Standing at ease “STAND AT ease”

�4 Keeping the legs straight move the left foot 30cm to the left so 
that the body is balanced evenly on both feet
�4 Feet should be turned out at an angle of approximately 30 

degrees
�4 At the same time, keeping the arms straight, move them 

behind the back and rest the back of the right hand in the 
palm of the left with the thumbs crossed
�4 Fingers and hands are straight with fingers pointing to the 

ground
�4 Arms should be straight without locking the elbows
�4 Shoulders relaxed and arms fully extended
�4 Elbows close to the body so there is no daylight between the 

arms and the body.
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 > Moving from standing at ease to attention
While a formation is at ease, they should be waiting for the 
command to attention, since no other movements can be 
performed at ease.

On the address part of the command to attention (i.e. squad, 
division..) individuals should immediately ‘brace up’. This involves 
making the body erect by tensing the shoulders and gaining 5cm 
in height in a prompt and swift movement. Hands and arms are 
forced down the back lifting the head and shoulders

On the executive part of the command to attention (‘shun) the left 
leg is moved to the position of attention by raising the foot and 
placing it next to the right.

Bracing Up

 > Standing easy “stand easy” (from the position of standing at ease)

�4 Relax the limbs, body and head
�4 Do not move the feet
�4 Do not talk or assume a sloppy attitude.

Standing easy gives cadets a chance to relax in place without 
falling them out. This provides an organised break with instruction 
opportunities and a prompt return to a snappy formation.
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MANOEUVRES AT THE HALT

Turns at the Halt
Turns are one of the most common manoeuvres in drill as they 
are an easy and simple way for formations to face one of the four 
directions on a parade ground.

 > Left turn “LEFT turn”

�4 Turn 90º to the left using the left heel and right toe
�4 Keep the weight of the body on the left foot
�4  Keep the hands tight to the body and the knees close
�4  Pause for a count of 2
�4  Raise the right foot and drive it down beside the left.

MovementPivot Points Final Position

 > Right turn “RIGHT turn”

�4  Turn 90º to the right using the right heel and left toe
�4  Keep the weight of the body on the right foot
�4  Keep the hands tight to the body and the knees close
�4  Pause for a count of 2
�4  Raise the left foot and drive it down beside the right.

MovementPivot Points Final Position

 > About turn “ABOUT turn”

�4  Turn right 180º, using the right heel and left toe
�4  Keep the weight of the body on the right foot.
�4  Turn until left knee locks behind right knee and stops the turn
�4  Keep the hands tight to the body
�4  Pause for a count of 2
�4  Raise the left foot and drive it down beside the right.

MovementPivot Points Final Position
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Inclines
The incline is a ‘half turn’ this is used primarily as an instructional 
position.  Note that no full motion is permitted on the incline (i.e. 
no left, right, about turns or marching).  Squads can be inclined, 
but must be inclined back to proper ranks for marching and 
normal turns.

 > Left incline “LEFT incline”

�4  Turn 45º to the left using the left heel and right toe
�4  Keep the weight of the body on the left foot
�4  Keep the hands tight to the body and the knees close
�4  Pause for a count of 2
�4  Raise the right foot and drive it down beside the left.

MovementPivot Points Final Position

 > Right incline “RIGHT incline”

�4  Turn 45º to the right using the right heel and left toe
�4  Keep the weight of the body on the left foot
�4  Keep the hands tight to the body and the knees close
�4  Pause for a count of 2
�4  Raise the left foot and drive it down beside the right.

MovementPivot Points Final Position
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MANOEUVRES AT THE HALT

Saluting
The act of giving a salute is an ancient mark of respect to a senior 
leader with failure to salute being a sign of disrespect. Salutes 
have been offered and received by men and women for centuries 
in one form or another.  

It is an honour to give and to receive salutes. The salute must 
always be given in a disciplined manner, standing at attention by 
members in full uniform.

History of the Salute

No one knows the precise origin of today’s hand salute. From 
earliest times and in many distant armies throughout history, the 
right hand (or ‘weapon hand’) has been raised as a greeting of 
friendship. Many believe that the idea may have been to show 
that people weren’t ready to use a rock or other weapon. Courtesy 
required that the lower ranked person make the gesture first. 
Certainly there is some connection between this old gesture and 
our present salute.

One romantic legend has it that today’s military salute descended 
from the medieval knight’s gesture of raising his visor to reveal his 
identity as a courtesy on the approach of a superior. Another even 
more fantastic version is that it symbolises a knight’s shielding his 
eyes from the dazzling beauty of some high-born lady sitting in 
the bleachers of the tournament. 

The military salute has in fact had many different forms over the 
centuries. At one time it was rendered with both hands! In old 
prints one may see left-handed salutes. In some instances the 
salute was rendered by lowering the sword with one hand and 
touching the cap visor with the other. 

The following explanation of the origin of the hand salute is 
perhaps closest to the truth: It was a long-established military 
custom for juniors to remove their headgear in the presence of 
superiors. In the British Army as late as the American Revolution a 
soldier saluted by removing his hat. But with the advent of more 
cumbersome headgear in the 18th and 19th centuries, the act 
of removing one’s hat was gradually converted into the simpler 
gesture of grasping the visor and issuing a courteous salutation. 
From there it finally became conventionalised into something 
resembling our modern hand salute.

As early as 1745 (more than two-and-a-half centuries ago) a British 
order book states that, “men are ordered not to pull off their hats 
when they pass an officer, or to speak to them, but only to clap up 
their hands to their hats and bow as they pass.”
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 > How to salute
From the position of attention:

�4 Raise the right arm sideways until it is horizontal with the 
ground
�4 Palm of the hand to the front, fingers extended, thumb close 

to the forefinger
�4 Keep the upper arm still and bend the elbow until the fingers 

are just touching the right eyebrow or the peak of the cap 
(2.5cm above the right eye).  

This is commanded as, “Salute to the (front, left, right), salute!”  
The move is then counted out in four beats, similar to other 
manoeuvres at the halt, such as turns and inclines (up-2-3-down).

Pause for a count of two or until the salute has been 
acknowledged. Cut the right hand smartly to the side of the body, 
clenching the hand as this is being done, until the position of 
attention is resumed.  An easy way to remember this sequence is 
‘long way up, short way down.’

When offering a salute to any person, that salute should be held 
until it is acknowledged by the person receiving the salute.  This 
acknowledgement can be in the form of a return salute, a nod 
or verbal acknowledgement.  It is not always appropriate to wait 
for acknowledgement and in these situations salutes should be 
performed to a count of ‘up-2-3-down.’  

Salutes must only be performed with hats on.  If a cadet offers 
a salute to a leader or officer without a hat on then the officer 
should come to attention and nod.  If a cadet doesn’t have a hat 
on and wishes to acknowledge an officer then they can simply 
come to attention and greet the officer.
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 > When to salute
The cadet or officer most junior in appointment will offer a salute 
first and the salute must be returned by the senior officer.  Failure 
to return salutes is as disrespectful as not saluting in the first place.  
When two or more officers are together and are saluted, the senior 
officer only is to return the salute.

�4 Cadets and adult members are to salute all commissioned 
officers, including all Members of the Order of St John Grade 
III (CStJ) or higher, at the first and last instance of meeting that 
officer.  Senior Order Members are to be saluted at all times 
whether they are in regalia or not
�4  Officers are to salute those superior to them in appointment
�4  Commissioned officers of other services are to receive the 

same marks of respect as their St John equivalents
�4  At all times when addressing or making a report to any officer
�4  When reporting a division or unit on parade
�4  At the presentation of any awards, by uniformed members or 

non-uniformed members, salutes should always be given to 
people making presentations.

Cadets will stand to attention and only the most senior member 
salutes:

�4  When the national anthem or any foreign national anthem is 
played
�4  As a casket passes from 1 metre before until 1 metre past an 

honour guard or squad
�4  When addressed by His/Her Excellency, the Governor General, 

the Prime Minister, or their official representatives
�4  When passing or being passed by any colours uncased
�4  At the playing of the “Last Post” (held for the whole playing)
�4  In the presence of the reigning Sovereign and all members 

of the Royal Family (foreign royalty, officials and officers are 
to receive the same salute as their British equivalents). When 
walking past from 1 metre before until 1 metre past. If in a 
funeral procession from 10 metres before until 10 metres past.

If a member cannot use their right hand for a valid reason (such 
as a broken arm) then the salute should be rendered with the left 
hand.

Members receiving things such as certificates and badges should 
do so with their left hand so they can still salute with their right 
hand.

As a visible and distinguished mark of respect a salute may be 
offered to any number of people that deserve your respect or 
acknowledgement.  This includes uniformed and non-uniformed 
members of our organisation, other organisations and members 
of the public.
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On the move
Marching Manoeuvres
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MARCHING MANOEUVRES

Marching
Marching is a uniform method for a commander to move squads 
from one point to another with a set measurement and timing to 
ensure that a precise distance is covered every time.

 > Quick march “QUICK march”

�4  On all occasions, cadets will start to march only from the 
position of attention.
�4  When the cautionary word ‘quick‘ is given, cadets will have 

been warned that the executive command is to follow.  
�4  On the command ‘march’, cadets will always step off a full 

75cm pace with the left foot and swing the right arm. 
Tip: Cadets must be strongly advised to not pre-empt this 
command by leaning forwards. No command should ever be 
pre-empted however this one is particularly obvious and must 
be prevented.
�4  When swinging the arms, the front arm should be raised to 

shoulder height and the rear arm taken back to where the fist 
is in line approximately with the belt or waist line. 
Tip: The easiest way to ensure swinging arms at a uniform 
height and rhythm is to push the arms backwards and allow a 
natural forward swing to follow.
�4  If a member has received something while on parade (such as 

a certificate or trophy) or are carrying something as part of the 
parade they should not swing that arm.  
Tip: Members should always receive objects with their left 
hand to still allow the ability to still salute and shake hands.

Quick marching is done at 120 paces a minute and the pace 
length is 75cm (measured from the heel of one foot to the heel 
of the other).  However leaders must be aware that this could be 
difficult for some of our younger members to achieve.

If a squad marches forward 3 paces or less, they should do so 
without swinging their arms.  

When marching, the members at the front should pick a point to 
march towards to keep themselves moving straight.  It is also up 
to each member to maintain the ‘dressing’ in the ranks so that they 
keep marching in a uniform line.

When the halt command is given the body should come to a 
sharp stop and the foot should be driven in hard snapping back to 
the position of attention.

 > Halting from a quick march “halt”

�4  Called as the right heel hits the ground
�4  Continue the left foot forward a 75cm pace 
�4  Raise the right foot, cutting the arms to the side and drive 

the right foot down beside the left, assuming the position of 
attention.

“Squad” “halt” check close

Left Right Left RightRight
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Slow Marching
Slow marching is commonly seen at the most formal of 
ceremonies or as part of the most formal parts of a parade.  
This is commonly seen at ceremonies such as funerals, church 

parades, parading the colours or presenting wreathes.  When slow 
marching members should hold their bearing tight and keep their 
head and eyes locked forwards.

 > Slow march “SLOW march”

Slow marching is a more formal way of marching.  This is usually 
reserved for deeply formal occasions and is the only marching 
that should be used within churches, and for church parades.

�4  When the cautionary word ‘slow’ is given, cadets will have 
been warned that the executive command is to follow
�4  On the command ‘march’ cadets will step off a full pace with 

the left foot, keeping the arms tight to the body
�4  The timing of the paces is to be 65 to the minute and the pace 

length is to be 75cm
�4  The head should be held high without looking down.  

Tip: Don’t worry the ground hasn’t gone anywhere!

�4  As the leading foot comes through, it should be held parallel 
to the ground. Pointing the foot slightly inward will guarantee 
a continuous smooth even forward motion. 
Tip: Imagine rolling a pencil under the foot.
�4  The toes should strike the ground first
�4  Despite the difficulty in moving steadily at 65 paces per 

minute, there should be no pause in the movement of the foot 
coming through.

 > Halting from a slow march ”halt”

The command is given as the left foot is passing the right

�4 Beat one: The left foot continues forward the remaining half 
pace, placing the foot firmly on the ground
�4 Beat two: Raise the right foot and assume to position of 

attention.

The halt should be performed at a quick time pace. “Squad” “halt” close

Left Right Left Right Left
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Marking Time
Marking time is used when a pause in forward motion or a 
pause before forward motion is needed.  Marking time involves 
marching without advancing or marching in place. It is important 
to hold the body high without speeding up or letting the squad 
creep forward.

 > At the halt “MARK time”

�4  Lift the left foot to the position of bend the knee in quick time, 
the foot hanging naturally with the toe directly under the 
knee. Then lower the left foot to the ground in quick time
�4  As the left foot comes to the ground bend the right knee in a 

similar manner
�4  Arms are held at the side as for the position of attention.  

Tip: Cadets must be advised not to lean forward and to ensure 
the toe is driven down first.  This will prevent forward motion.  

 > Halting ”halt”

�4 The command is given when the right foot hits the ground
�4  Complete the pace with the left foot then drive the right foot 

to the ground to assume the position of attention.

 > Quick marching from marking 
time “FOR- ward”

�4 Cadets receiving the command should be briefed as to what 
to do when the command is given (leaders cannot assume 
cadets know what commands mean)
�4 The command is given when the left foot hits the ground, loud 

and clear
�4  Drive the right foot down then bring the left foot forward and 

swing the right arm as for quick march, carrying on marching 
forward.

 

 > Marking time from quick march 
“MARK time”

�4 The command is given when the left foot hits the ground
�4  Complete the pace with the right foot
�4  Cut the arms to the side as for the position of attention as the 

right pace is completed 
�4  Begin marking time lifting the left foot as for mark time. 

Tip: Effort must be made to ensure that cadets do not speed 
up their pace once they have switched from marching to 
marking time.

DRILL & CEREMONY MANUAL 4    
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Marking Time in Slow Time

 >  At the halt “SLOW MARK time”

�4  Raise the left knee in quick time with the left thigh horizontal, 
the foot hanging naturally with the toe directly under the 
knee
�4  A pause is taken at the horizontal then the left foot is driven 

back down in quick time (the pause is to keep the pace at 65 
paces per minute)
�4  As the left toe comes to the ground bend the right knee in a 

similar manner
�4  Arms are held at the side as for the position attention.

 > Halting ”halt”

�4 The command is given when the right knee is at its highest 
point
�4 Drive the right foot to the ground to assume the position of 

attention.

 > Slow marching from marking time “FOR- ward”

�4 The command is given when the right knee is at its highest 
point
�4  Drive the right foot down in quick time and shoot the left foot 

forward as for slow march
�4  Arms are held at the side as for the position attention.

 > Slow mark time from slow march “MARK time”

�4 The command is given when the right foot is moving past the 
left
�4 Complete the right pace 
�4  Begin marking time with the left foot.
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Wheeling
Wheels are useful in directing formations without the precision 
required from turns on the march. Wheeling also allows the same 
front rank to lead the formation throughout a march (such as 
street parades, marching with a colour or senior officer in front).

A wheel involves marching a formation round in a quarter circle 
(90º). Since the outside files need to cover more ground,  inside 
files need to reduce the size of their paces and arm swing in order 
for outside files to keep their 75cm pace as each rank moves 
around the wheel.

A wheel can be commanded on any foot, so long as the executive 
part of the command is called as the foot hits the ground. 
The instant a wheel is commanded, formations immediately 
commence rotating. The entire movement should take 6 steps.

Ideally, wheels should be used with formations no larger than 
three files wide. Larger parades and formations where wheels 
are needed can still be used, so long as the inside files take even 
smaller paces to account for the width of the formation. In these 
instances of longer ranks, the wheel will likely take more than 6 
paces to complete.

 > Wheeling in rank “RIGHT / LEFT wheel”

�4  The marker on the inside of the rank moves around a quarter 
of a circle (radius 60cm) stepping in short paces, nearly 
marking time
�4 The cadet in the centre rank takes a paces slightly larger
�4 The outside cadet maintains paces at 75cm
�4 Cadets of each rank are responsible for ensuring their own 

dressing as they march around the wheel, stepping out 
smartly in a normal quick march when all cadets of the rank 
are in line and have fully completed the wheel.

 > Wheeling in file “RIGHT / LEFT wheel”

�4  The lead cadet of the file moves around a quarter of a circle 
(radius 60cm) stepping short
�4 The following cadets must follow behind covering the same 

ground.

Pivot Point
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Turns on the March
Sometimes it is necessary to change an entire squad’s direction on 
the march.  This can be performed using turns and wheels.  

 > Left turn “LEFT turn”

�4  Beat one: continue the left foot forward a 75cm pace, foot flat 
on the ground, arms cut to the side
�4  Beat two: transfer the weight of the body to the left foot, raise 

the right knee and drive the right foot perpendicular to the 
left foot, forming a T shape
�4 Beat three: step off with the left foot in the new direction of 

marching, swinging the arms as for quick march.

 > Right turn “RIGHT turn”

�4 Beat one: continue the right foot forward a 75cm pace, foot 
flat on the ground, arms cut to the side
�4  Beat two: transfer the weight of the body to the right foot, 

raise the left knee and drive the left foot perpendicular to the 
right foot forming a T shape
�4  Beat three: step off with the right foot in the new direction of 

marching, otherwise as for quick march.  

 > About turn “ABOUT turn”

�4  Beat one: continue the right foot forward a 75cm pace, arms 
cut to the side
�4  Beat two: transfer the weight of the body to the right foot and 

simultaneously raise the left knee to the horizontal, drive the 
left foot to the ground perpendicular to the right foot forming 
a T shape
�4  Beat three: transfer the weight of the body to the left foot 

and simultaneously raise the right knee to the horizontal, drive 
the heel of the right foot down next to the heel of the left foot 
forming an L shape
�4  Beat four: transfer the weight of the body to the right foot, 

raise the left knee to the horizontal and drive it down to 
assume the position of attention
�4  Beat five: step off with the right foot, otherwise as for quick 

march.

Left Turn on the March

“Left”  “turn” check T out next

Right Left Right Left Right Left Right

Right Turn on the March

“Right”  “turn” check T out next

Left Right Left Right Left Right Left

About Turn on the March

“turn”  check T L V out next

Left Right Left Right Left Right Left
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 > Turns on the slow march 
These are the same as for quick march except for the pace and the 
timing of the commands.

Turns when slow marching should be at slow time (65 paces 
per minute) so as the knee is raised each time, there should be 
a pause at the top of each movement (as per the technique for 
marking time for slow time).

The timing of the words of command is as follows:

Left Turn: As the left foot strikes the ground

Right Turn: As the right foot strikes the ground

About Turn: Left foot strikes the ground (as per quick march).

DRILL & CEREMONY MANUAL 4    
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Saluting on the March
Salutes on the march are used for formations to show respect 
while moving. The salute can be directed to the front or side 
depending on the situation. 

 > Instructions
�4  Beat one: continue the right foot forward a 75cm pace, foot 

flat on the ground, left arm forward, right arm to the rear - as 
for quick march
�4  Beat two: take a 75cm pace with the left foot, cut the left 

arm to the side and bring the right hand from the rear to the 
salute. For salutes to the side, turn the head and eyes 45° to 
the left / right. Respective markers keep their head and eyes 
firmly facing the front to maintain direction and dressing. All 
these movements are completed at the same time
�4  Beat three, four, five and six: remaining at the salute, take 

four 75cm paces, starting with the right foot
�4  Beat seven: take a 75cm pace with the right foot, cut the right 

hand to the side and return head and eyes to the front
�4  Beat eight: take a 75cm pace with the left foot and swing 

both arms as for quick march.

 > Saluting on the slow march
�4 Beat one: continue the right foot forward a 75cm pace, foot 

flat on the ground
�4 Beat two: take a 75cm pace with the left foot, bring the right 

hand from the side to the salute. For salutes to the side, turn 
the head and eyes 45° to the left / right. Respective markers 
keep their head and eyes firmly facing the front to maintain 
direction and dressing. All these movements are completed at 
the same time
�4 Beat three, four, five and six: remaining at the salute, take 

four 75cm paces, starting with the right foot
�4 Beat seven: take a 75cm pace with the right foot, cut the right 

hand to the side and return head and eyes to the front.
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 > Saluting to the front “SALUTE TO THE FRONT, salute”

To be used when an officer passes in front and is unlikely to come 
to their side.

“salute”  check up 2 3 4 5

Left Right Left Right Left Right Left

down

Right

out

Left

Rank FormationFile Formation

 > Saluting to the left “SALUTE TO THE LEFT, salute”

Respective markers keep their head and eyes firmly facing the 
front to maintain direction and dressing.

“salute”  check up 2 3 4 5

Left Right Left Right Left Right Left

down

Right

out

Left

 > Saluting to the right “SALUTE TO THE RIGHT, salute”

Respective markers keep their head and eyes firmly facing the 
front to maintain direction and dressing.

“salute”  check up 2 3 4 5

Left Right Left Right Left Right Left

down

Right

out

Left
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Eyes Left and Right on the March
Marching formations that include at least one officer do not 
require every member in the section to salute on the march (the 
most senior officer will do this on behalf of the formation). In 
these situations, an eyes left or right will be commanded by the 
senior officer in the same fashion as a salute on the march.

Eyes left and right on the march is also useful during drill exercises 
where members out of uniform cannot salute, but the formation 
can still show respect.

 > Eyes left / right “EYES left / right”

�4 Commanded as the left foot hits the ground
�4 The head and eyes instantly turn to the left / right as the right 

foot hits the ground
�4 Respective markers continue facing the front to maintain 

direction and dressing (refer to markers in diagram)
�4 The head is still held high with arms swinging throughout
�4 The senior officer performs a salute to the right / left while 

marching.

Note: Eyes left and right does not automatically time out like most 
other marching manoeuvres and requires the command “Eyes 
Front”.

Eyes Front

Rank FormationFile Formation

Eyes Left Eyes Right
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Reposition a Formation
Sometimes it is necessary to slightly reposition a formation or 
individual short distances on the parade ground. This could be for 
a number of reasons such as lining up on a starting point, a flag 
pole, positioning a formation around potential barriers or correct 
an individual.

For this purpose commanders can move a formation in any 
direction by a given number of paces. This is much more effective 
than commanding a series of turns, marching and halts simply to 
move a formation three paces in a given direction. 

Formations should not move more than three paces using this 
technique. If a greater number of paces is required, commanders 
should use turns marching and halting to maintain dressing.

Left close march Right close march

x paces forward march

Rear close march

 > Paces forward “(NUMBER OF) PACES - QUICK / SLOW, march”

The movement is carried out in quick or slow time with the arms 
held by the sides. March forward the ordered number of 75cm 
paces.

Formations should not move more than three paces using this 
technique. If a greater number of paces is required, commanders 
should order a  march and halt to maintain dressing.

 > Paces backwards “(NUMBER OF) PACES - REAR CLOSE, march”

A rear close march moves a formation back. Paces are completed 
with the left foot stepping back 40cm and the right foot brought 
back in sharply returning to the position of attention. It is 
performed in a 1-2, 1-2 count at quick time.

Formations should not move more than three paces backwards 
at a time. If a greater number of paces is required, commanders 
should use an about turn, march and halt.

 > Side pace “(NUMBER OF) PACES - LEFT / RIGHT CLOSE, march”

Side close marching signifies how the move is made, stepping to 
the side then closing the pace with the other foot.

This is performed by raising the left or right foot (supporting the 
weight of the body on the remaining foot) then moving it 40cm 
in the direction of movement, driving the foot to the ground. The 
remaining foot is then raised and driven down next to the other 
foot - returning to the position of attention. 

Arms stay by the sides throughout and the side pace is performed 
in a count of 1-2, 1-2 with each pace at quick time.

Formations should not move more than eight paces using this 
technique. If a greater number of paces is required, commanders 
should turn and march the formation to maintain dressing.
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Moving as one
Parade Manoeuvres
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PARADE MANOEUVRES

Parades
Parades are an important part of drill and divisional nights.  They 
can be used to do things from simply taking the roll and passing 
on important information; to formal situations to acknowledge 
the achievements of members or visiting VIPs.  This part of the 
manual is designed to provide some ideas for running parades.

What is a Parade?

A parade is a group of cadets, NCOs and officers formed up for 
a greater purpose other than just drill training or practise.  It is 
usually made up of 3 ranks which are filled by the cadets and 
junior NCOs.  Often the officers will be formed up at the front with 
the senior NCOs formed up at the rear of the parade.  

Standard parts of a parade

�4 Forming up: this is usually getting the cadets lined up, calling 
out the marker, getting the cadets on parade with a right dress 
and handing the parade over to an officer.  This part is usually 
best done by a senior NCO if your division has one.
�4 Purpose: commanded by an officer, this is the main part of 

a parade and allows activities such as the roll to be taken, 
presentations of awards, notices and inspections.
�4 Dismiss: the parade is usually dismissed by an NCO.

It is a good idea to have a standard parade format for divisional 
parades and if you are having a different or special parade it is 
worth taking the time to practise the routine beforehand.

 > Sizing
A well-sized Division not only creates a good impression; it also 
gives the best chance to Drill together.  A Division should be sized 
when forming up into ranks before the parade has been called.  
Size the parade with the tallest on the right and to the rear, with 
the shortest on the left and to the front, for all ranks.

Uniformed cadets must occupy the front rank, and both flanks.  
NCOs should be used as markers wherever possible, even where 
the size of the NCOs doesn’t fit with the rest of the parade. All non-
uniformed cadets are placed in the middle and rear rank.

A simple way to get everyone into sized ranks:

�4 Step 1: Form up into one single sized rank, tallest on the right, 
shortest on the left.  Pull out the NCOs that you want to take 
marker positions. Number the Division 1-2-3 from the right.  
�4 Step 2: The number ones take two paces backward, number 

threes take two paces forward and the number twos stand 
fast.  
�4 Step 3: Number ones take one pace left and the number 

threes one right. Insert your NCOs and markers as appropriate.  
�4 Step 4: Then perform a right dress. The Division should now 

be formed into three smart and correctly sized ranks.

‘1s’ two paces back, 
‘3s’ two paces forward

‘1s’ one pace left, 
‘3s’ one pace right

right dress

111 222 333

Shortest Tallest

step one

step two

step three

step four

111

111

222 333

333

111 111

222

333 333

11 1

22 2

33 3

11

22

33
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 > Positions on a parade ground

NCOs on  
parade

Officers 
on parade

Section NCO

Section NCO

Section Officer

NCOIC or CSM Commanding Officer

Flagpole Flagpole

Commanding Officer VIPs

Supporting NCOs
(including drill instructors)

NCOIC or CSM

Junior NCOs formed up in the 
squad (as markers if required)

Officers Officers

Officers and NCOs have special positions on a parade as dictated 
by their rank and role on the parade ground.  This is to make the 
ranking member visible to the cadets they are commanding or 
working with.  Members should be placed as follows:

NCOs

Corporals should be formed as part of the squad being paraded.  
In significant parades, corporals should be used as markers at 
either side of the parade.  If corporals are the senior NCOs in a 
division or squad then they should take the place of sergeants.

Sergeants acting as the NCOIC (NCO in charge) should be 
positioned at the front of the parade ground. NCOs in charge of a 
section should position themselves two paces forward and in the 
centre of their unit.  Additional sergeants are formed up at the rear 
of the squad, two paces behind the rear rank and spread evenly 
across the width of the formation.  Once the division is formed 
on parade and handed over to an officer, the NCOIC should 
reposition themselves in line with the centre rank approximately 
two paces out from the right marker, facing the front.

Cadet Leaders:  Cadet Leaders can form up as the senior NCO in 
the positions listed above or at the rear of the squad.  If required, 
Cadet Leaders can also form up with officers.

Officers

Officers and leaders should form up facing the squad at the front 
of the parade ground.  Officers should be formed to the left hand 
side of the officer who is taking command of the parade.  This 
serves to put the commanding officer on the right hand side.  If 
space doesn’t allow, officers should stand in a rank to the side of 
the parade or they may even need to form up directly behind the 
commanding officer, facing the cadets on parade.

Officers in command of a group should position themselves in 
front of their parading squad, approximately two paces forward 
and in the centre of the formation.

When parading in a line formation (in column of route) officers 
commanding cadets should be at the front.  Officers who aren’t 
commanding sections should form to the rear in line with the 
files that cadets are parading in.  Sometimes it is appropriate to 
have officers or NCOs flanking the squads or marching outside the 
ranks of the cadets to help keep time with them and guide them.
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Parade Manoeuvres

 > Forming up “FORM UP IN THREE RANKS, move”

Drill should always be carried out in three ranks unless numbers 
are insufficient.  When eight or less personnel are on parade, two 
ranks should be used.

�4 Cadets position themselves in three ranks (i.e. front, centre 
and rear), with one pace between each rank.  Files should be 
at a space of one arm’s length with fist clenched between each 
cadet.  Cadets will be standing at ease.

When the number of cadets is not a multiple of three, a blank file 
should be formed as follows:

�4 For one blank space: the space in the centre rank, second file 
from the left should be made blank
�4 For two blank spaces: the space in the rear rank, second file 

from the left should be made blank (directly behind the first 
blank space).

 > Dressing “RIGHT / LEFT dress”

Dressing a parade should be centred on a specific land mark on 
the parade ground.  This might be a flag pole, saluting dais, or just 
dictated by the shape of the room you are parading in.

�4 Each cadet of the front rank, except for the right hand markers 
for right dress (left hand markers for left dress) will, with a 
smart turn of the head and eyes in the correct direction, 
raise their right (or left) arm horizontal to their own shoulder 
height, hand clenched, and stop just short of touching the 
arm of the person next to them.  The hand is positioned so 
that the back of the hand is uppermost and the hand should 
be clenched (if members are standing too close, arms should 
be raised behind the person to their left or right).
�4 NCOs and officers line up with formations. Officers and NCOs 

in front of a formation being commanded by someone else, 
will need to perform an about turn in order to dress correctly

�4 Right markers should ensure that they are approximately 
75cm (one pace) from the rank in front.  This should be done 
by visual judging, markers should not attempt to measure this 
distance by raising their arms in front
�4 Cadets of the front rank will take up their dressing by taking 

short steps until they can see the lower part of the face of the 
second cadet beyond them.  Care must be taken to ensure 
that the body is kept square and upright
�4 Each cadet of the centre and rear ranks will turn their head 

and eyes smartly to the right (or left) as above, but will not 
raise their arms.  They will then take short steps until they 
are aligned with both the marker of their rank and the cadet 
directly in front of them.

up 2 3 move
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Half arm spacings “AT HALF ARM SPACINGS, RIGHT / LEFT dress”

Only to be used where there is limited space. The same procedure 
is carried out as in the full dressing.  However, if there is 
insufficient room to allow a full arm’s length between each cadet 
of the front rank, half arm spacings may be used.  At this order, 
the cadets of the front rank will raise their clenched hands to their 
right hip (or left) and move sideways until the point of their elbow 
is just touching the cadet next to them.

 > Dressing the ranks formally
This involves a section being formally lined up by a section NCO 
and is often performed in an open order formation. It is a long 
movement best reserved for formal parades and with practise. 

1. Commander: “In open order right dress” 
Cadets move to an open order formation and pause for a count of 
two. They then perform an automatic right dress while the NCO 
turns to the right and moves to a position in line with the front 
rank, three paces away from the marker. The NCO then proceeds 
to individually command individuals (using numbers from the 
marker) to perfect their dressing.

2. NCO: “Front rank steady” 
When this is called the front rank keep their head and eyes to the 
right, but instantly lower their arms to the side. The NCO turns 
to the left, pauses, marches three 40cm paces, halts, pauses and 
turns to the right - facing the centre marker.

3. NCO: “Centre rank steady” 
The NCO turns to the left, pauses, marches three 40cm paces, 
halts, pauses and turns to the right - facing the rear marker. The 
front rank keeps their arms lowered.

4. NCO: “Rear rank steady” 
When this is called the front rank immediately raise their arms 
to a full right dress. The NCO turns to the right, pauses, marches 
and halts in line with the front rank, pauses and turns to the left - 
facing the front marker. 

5. Commander: “Eyes Front” 
All cadets turn their head, eyes and arms to the position of 
attention. The NCO turns to the right, pauses, marches out halting 
in the centre of the formation, pauses, then turns to the right 
(returning to their starting position).

Half Arm Spacings

Section NCO

Starting position 1. Open order right dress

2. Front rank steady 3. Centre rank steady

4. Rear rank steady 5. Eyes front
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 > Getting on parade
This moves the squad to being ‘on parade’ or ready for the 
more important parts of the parade.  This is usually done by an 
NCO sometimes on a rotating roster basis, with the manoeuvre  
modified to fit the parade area.  Some parades involve forming 
up in ranks and dressing off while others may be big enough that 
they involve squads marching forwards into place.

“FORM UP IN 3 RANKS ON (NAME), move” 

The division forms up in three ranks.

“RIGHT marker”

The right marker comes to attention and marches out an agreed 
number of paces (e.g. 7 paces), halts and stands at ease.

“GET ON parade”

The division comes to attention and marches out the same 
number of paces as the right marker, halting and performing an 
automatic right dress.  The right marker should come to attention 
as the rest of the division does.

“EYES front”

As the parade is now formed the formation is no longer addressed 
as division or squad but as parade - ready to march on the 
colours, officers, bring on VIPs, take the roll, have an inspection 
and make presentations.

 > Open order formation “IN OPEN ORDER RIGHT dress” or “IN OPEN ORDER march”

Inspections should always be undertaken in an open order 
formation, unless space doesn’t allow.

�4 Keeping the arms still at the side: 
The front rank steps three paces forward (each pace being 
40cm) 
The centre rank stands fast 
The rear rank steps three paces back (each pace being 40cm)
�4 When in two ranks, the rear rank only takes one pace to the 

rear; the front rank stands fast
�4 If an “open order right dress”, pause for a count of 2 then 

perform a right dress.

 > Close order formation “IN CLOSE ORDER RIGHT dress” or “IN CLOSE ORDER march”

When in three ranks:

�4 The reverse movements of the open order march take place: 
with the front rank moving back and the rear rank moving 
forwards each a total of three 40cm paces.
�4 The division should now be formed on the original line.
�4 If a “close order right dress”, pause for a count of 2 then 

perform a right dress.
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In column of route
This is the formation usually used for a march past or street march.  
This consists of squads marching in a line, with the files facing 
in one direction together.  Officers commanding the cadets are 
positioned at the front and NCOs from each section form up at 
the rear of the section.  Often a colour party can be paraded to 
the front of the group or formed up inside the parade between 
sections. NCOs OfficerCadets

 > Review order
This is where the parade is formed with officers at the front, NCOs 
at the rear and the colour party formed up at the front, centred 
on the parade.  The parade can march forward in this formation to 
bring them closer for the purposes of presentations and speeches.  
Review order also refers to having the ranks closed with one 75cm 
pace between each rank.
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Individuals in a Parade
In a parade there is little need for members to be commanded 
individually.  However, this is most commonly seen with badge 
presentations or calling individuals out to receive commands from 
the parade commander (such as in drill competitions).  

Individuals should be addressed by their rank, then surname and 
the command (e.g. Sergeant Jones fall out to receive your Gold  
St John Badge.)

 > Calling the roll
Parade will be standing at ease. When a cadet’s name is called, 
they come to the position of attention and reply “Sir / Ma’am”as 
appropriate.  The cadets should reply with “Corporal” or “Sergeant” 

if the roll is called by an NCO.  Cadets remain at attention until the 
next person is called. When the last cadet is called, they should 
respond, pause for a count of 2 then stand at ease.

 > Falling out

Reporting

When an individual is commanded to report they should march 
out to the commander they are reporting to, halt, salute and 
report “Sergeant Jones reporting as ordered Sir/Ma’am”.  Once 
they receive their commands they should then salute again, turn 
to the right or left and march back to their position or to a position 
that allows them to follow the instructions they have been given.  
If it is a case of performing a task or issuing a series of commands, 
once the commands have been issued the member should then 
report back to the officer, salute and report that the task has been 
finished, “Task completed Sir/Ma’am”, then salute and return to 
their position.

Presentation Of Awards

For the presentation of awards, the parade should be in open 
order formation, standing at ease.  Members are then called out to 
receive an award or certificate such as a badge, trophy or award).

�4 Front rank cadets: come to attention and march forward from 
position via the shortest route to halt two paces in front of the 
presenting officer

�4 Centre rank cadets: come to attention, take one pace to the 
rear, turn left or right and take whichever is the shortest route 
to halt two paces in front of the presenting officer
�4 Rear rank cadets: come to attention, take one pace to the rear, 

turn left or right and take whichever is the shortest route to 
halt two paces in front of the presenting officer.

The recipient of the award should halt, salute and take one pace 
forward to shake the hand of the presenting officer with the 
right hand, receive the award with the left hand, take one pace 
to the rear, salute again, turn left or right and take the shortest 
route back to his or her position (retracing the steps used to get 
to the front).  Members who have been presented with a badge 
or a trophy should not swing their left arm while holding the 
achievement.

Front rank cadets will step straight into their position and will then 
turn about.

All persons presenting awards (uniformed or not) are to be saluted 
as a mark of respect.
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Individuals Falling Out 

An example of this could be when members are on parade and 
the commander needs to send someone to perform a task or 
something is required for the parade.

In some situations it is appropriate for the individual addressed to 
reply with a loud sharp “Sir!” or “Ma’am!”

�4 Front rank cadets: come to attention, take one pace to the rear, 
turn to the right and march in response to the previous order

�4 Centre rank cadets: come to attention, take one pace to the 
rear, turn to the right and march in response to the previous 
order
�4 Rear rank cadets: come to attention, take one pace to the rear, 

turn to the right and march in response to the previous order.

If the division is not in an open order formation, the front and 
centre rank should be instructed to take only half a pace to the 
rear.

 > Falling in
Sometimes cadets may arrive late to functions, or may have been 
doing some particular task for the parade such as raising flags or 
escorting VIPs.

�4 Front rank cadets: march between front and centre ranks to 
halt at the position to be filled, turn in, take a pace forward 
and take up a dressing
�4 Centre rank cadets: march between centre and rear ranks to 

halt at the position to be filled, turn in, take a pace forward 
and take up a dressing

�4 Rear rank cadets: march at the back of the rear rank to halt at 
the position to be filled, turn in, take a pace forward and take 
up a dressing.

The cadet falling in on parade may do so from either side - and do 
so after acknowledging permission from the commander to enter 
the parade ground / formation.

 > Accidental breaks in formation
Sometimes there will be a gap appearing in parades where it is 
not intended.  This can happen where cadets leave parade, faint 
or something happens that leaves is a sudden gap.  Sometimes 
this can be corrected by issuing a simple command such as 

“Correct yourself”  where a cadet has turned the wrong direction 
or stepped in the wrong way.  Often it is easier for NCOs to correct 
these problems from the rear of the parade.  This can be done in 
such a way as to be unobtrusive and mistakes are easily corrected.

 > Officers in a parade
Officers who are in a parade only salute at certain times.  This is 
important where they are under command as in part of a camp 
staff group.  Officers who are commanding cadets should salute 
at any time they normally would, such as during a General Salute, 
reporting a section and when a colour is carried past or during the 
last post.  Additional officers who are part of a staff group, division 
or camp should only salute when ordered to do so.
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Closing a Parade
Note: If the parade is flying a flag or carrying colours (with a 
colour party) then the colours must leave the parade first and the 
flags be brought down before you dismiss the parade.

 > Falling out “FALL out”

Falling out a parade should be used when the parade will be 
reformed again (in contrast, dismissing a parade is done when 
the parade will not be reformed again).  Usually this means that 
if a division starts the night with a parade then ends with one - 
the first parade should end with a fall out and the second with a 
dismiss.

�4 The squad turns to the right, pauses for a count of two, 
marches three paces, halting on the fourth pace, and then 
quietly breaks off. It does not mark the end of the parade, but 
a break in it. The salute is never given, and the command is 
given in conjunction with instructions as to what is required 
on falling out.

 > Dismissing without officers on parade “DIS miss”

This order is only given to signify the end of a parade.  Cadets turn 
to the right, pause for a count of two march off three paces and 
break off, leaving the parade ground.

If an NCO is giving the dismiss command from the front of the 
squad facing them, they should also turn with the squad (facing 
the same direction) and march with them.

 > Dismissing with officers on parade “OFFICER ON PARADE, DIS miss”

When there is an officer on parade, the dismiss command can 
be given by either the officer commanding the parade, another 
officer or by the NCO in charge.  An officer on parade dismiss is 
called when there is an officer on parade and has a salute in it as 
an acknowledgement of the officer who is parading.

The squad should turn to the right, pause for a count of 2, salute, 
pause and march off.  Most of the time it is appropriate to march, 
halt on the third pace and break off, however sometimes it is 
appropriate to march all the way off the parade ground, then halt 
and command a fall out.
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Raising and Lowering Flags
Where a flag pole is available it should be used to raise and lower 
the St John and New Zealand flags.  If there is only one pole then 
flying the St John flag is appropriate.  If there are two or more flags 
to fly then the New Zealand Ensign should be flown, with other 
flags set out according to precedence:

�4 One pole: the most senior flag raised higher
�4 Two or more flagpoles: the most senior flag flown on the right 

(from the parade commander’s perspective).

Flags are raised and lowered by a flag party, consisting of 
members on parade - ideally one member per flag and often 
the responsibility of the Duty Officer and Duty NCO.  The parade 
commander will command the flag party to fall out and each 
member will march out and halt one pace out from the flagpole.

Raising the flags

The flag party takes one pace forward, firmly grasping the rope in 
their right hand, step back one pace, execute an about turn, take 
two paces out and execute an about turn. On the command ‘raise 
the flags’, each member should grasp the raising part of the rope 
and pull gently to raise the flag all the way to the top of the pole. 
This should take approximately 16 seconds to perform.

Once the flag is raised the party takes three paces forward and 
ties the flag off. Once all flags have been tied off, the flag party 
steps back one pace from the flag pole. When commanded to fall 
back in the party salutes the raised flags, and then return to their 
position in the parade.

Lowering the flags

This is a very similar sequence to raising the flag. Once all 
members of the flag party have arrived at the flag pole, they 
should salute the raised flags together, step forward and untie the 
flag ropes. On the command ‘lower the flags’ they slowly lower the 
flags down over 16 seconds, then smartly tie the flags off on the 
pole and take one pace back. When commanded to fall back in the 
members return to their position in the parade (without saluting).

Flags, Colours and Banners

Traditionally flags are flown from flag poles either on buildings 
or planted into the ground.  These are usually undecorated and 
flown only during daylight hours. 

Colours are traditionally carried by the groups they represent.  
This stems from the history of carrying colours onto a 
battlefield so that the members of a group could rally around 
their colours and the colours could be used to give orders.

Banners are a special title given to military colours.  A banner is 
usually representative of chivalric orders in particular.

New Zealand Ensign Order Banner

St John Flag St John Colour

Cadet Colour
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Inspections
A parade may be inspected for a number of reasons. This includes 
checking uniform, offering advice, asking questions to test 
knowledge and, in a more formal setting, an opportunity for VIPs 
to meet members.

Inspections that check that uniforms are being worn correctly 
should be quick and undertaken regularly to maintain standards. 
This can be done with cadets in formation, or simply an informal 
quick check by NCOs before a formal parade.

For a VIP inspection, it is less about the uniform and more about 
engaging with the cadets (asking questions of their experience in 
St John and badges). This type of inspection should be allowed for 
and offered to any VIPs who visit a division or whenever there are 
VIPs at a function where a formal parade is part of the programme.

Leaders inspecting must present a good example of dress and 
bearing. Movement around the inspection line should be carried 
out in a formal manner - not a casual stroll.  Routine inspections 
can be undertaken by the NCO or leader commanding a squad. 
For the more formal inspections, the parade commander 
or delegated officers (especially for big parades) escort the 
Inspecting VIPs around the parade group.  It is important to allow 
VIPs to stop and talk to cadets and parade commanders should be 
familiar with and able to introduce cadets on the way around the 
formation.

 > Formal procedure
Inspections of cadets are always carried out with the ranks in 
open order and at attention. This allows the inspecting party easy 
access to carry out the inspection. Cadets should be in open order 
before the inspecting officer comes on to the parade ground. 
However it is acceptable for the VIPs to be in the room while the 
parade is marched on.

Before commencing the inspection, commanders should check 
the following:

�4 Are they standing correctly to attention?
�4 Is their dressing and alignment correct?

The format of an inspection is as follows:

The officer leads the VIPs around the formation starting with the 
front right marker. The NCO in charge or CSM falls in behind the 
inspecting party.

NCOIC or CSM

Officer VIPs

Supporting NCOs

At the end of the front rank, the party inspects behind, then 
moves on to the next row (again starting with the right marker).

Each rank is inspected in this sequence, starting with the right 
marker of each rank.
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At the last member, the officer escorts the VIPs to the front of the 
parade. The NCO in charge returns to their original position.

Last member 
inspected here

To front of parade 
or next section

Formal uniform inspections

The inspecting officer should pause at each cadet (about two 
paces away) and note good and bad points, informing the cadet 
about their turnout.  Sometimes this can be done as a divisional 
competition.  The purpose of this inspection is to help cadets to 
take pride in their uniform and to wear it professionally.   Where 
possible any faults should be corrected on the spot.  If the 
member can do this then have them do it.  Leaders should get 
members permission to correct their uniform before doing it for 
them.  Items such as fixing belts and tucking shirts in should be 
allowed to be fixed after inspection.

A detailed inspection should look for the following:

Head: headdress worn correctly, hair is tidy (tied up if required), 
face is clean and only acceptable jewellery is visible.

Jacket, shirt and tie: collar is clean, tie correctly positioned, 
shirt and jacket well fitted, clean and pressed, no bulky items in 
pockets, badges are properly positioned and worn correctly.

Brassard: clean, worn on the left arm, all badges placed correctly 
and sewn on securely.

Waist belt: fitted so the buckle is central, worn under trouser 
loops, clean and correctly fitted.

Trouser / skirt: clean, neatly pressed, the correct length and no 
bulky items in pockets.

Footwear: clean and highly polished.

Hands: clean and nails cut short.
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Basic parade wizard
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Stand fast required required

Form up in (x) ranks on cadet (x) required required

‘Shun required required

Right dress, eyes front required required

Stand at ease required required

Right marker + option + option +

Get on parade, eyes front + option + option +

Open order right dress, eyes front + option + option + +

Stand at ease, march on the officers + option + option +

‘Shun, raise the flags + option + option +

March on the colour no need + option +

General salute no need + option + + +

Stand at ease, roll call required no need

‘Shun, inspection + option + option + +

Parade the colour + option + option + +

Advanced / custom manoeuvres + option + option +

Stand at ease required required

Presentations no need + option +

Speeches / messages required required +

General salute no need + option + + +

March off the colour no need + option +

Lower the flags no need + option +

March off the officers + option + option +

Fall out required no need

Officer on parade dismiss, dismiss no need required
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Carry the Colour
Colour Party Drill
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COLOUR PARTY DRILL

Colour Party
A colour party is one of the most highest formal roles members 
can engage in and provides us with a way to add a bit of formal 
ceremony to many functions.  Colour parties add can be used 
on any sort of function but need to be treated with the utmost 
respect and care.

The colour party is normally used to carry the colours on and off 
parade and made up of four members.  The colour bearer who 
carries the colour is at the centre; two escorts should be standing 
either side of the bearer with an arms spacing (these three 
should be lined up very straight); and the commander should 
be standing directly behind the bearer, two paces away.  Every 
movement should centre on the colour bearer.

Colour party members should be well drilled and practised in the 
routine or at the very least well briefed in the parade format or 
situation that they are parading in.  Well trained members allow 
for a great deal of flexibility if the parading situation changes.

In areas where space is at a premium the colour party commander 
may be left out, with the commands being given by the colour 
bearer.  Colour parties can also be drilled ‘in close’ with guards 
standing a pace apart and centred half a pace behind the colour.  
This looks like a triangle or diamond formation.

The colour holster is to be worn over the left shoulder, positioned 
centrally in front of the body; the length of the belt should be 
adjusted so that the lowest corner of the flag can be held with the 
centre of the right hand opposite the mouth.

In most cases the colour will be at the catch (corner held), but 
may be let fly (corner released) for general salutes or marching 
between markers at a saluting base.  Colours should also be let 
fly when paraded indoors, whether in a church or otherwise.  
Keeping a hold of the corner is used outdoors to prevent the 
colour from blowing the bearer all over the place.

Colour parties should be the last part of any parade to come on to 
parade and the first part of the parade to leave the parade ground.  
Colour parties should be marching into position as the VIPs on 
a parade move to their spot.  It is best for them to be in place by 
the time the VIPs get to their position and are there to receive a 
general salute.

When parading with other formations the colour party should be 
formed up to the front and centre of the parade ground, usually 
well clear and in front of the parading sections as space will allow.  
If parading in a street parade like format or in column of route 
the colour party should be formed up either at the front of the 
parade or can sometimes be positioned in between two sections 
or groups on parade allowing for a ‘guard-type’ formation for the 
leading and following groups.

Colours are the symbol of our ruling sovereign so must be treated 
with respect.  Colours are often blessed so are also considered 
to be sacred items.  This is why members should never handle 
colours without gloves or let them touch the ground (unless in the 
rare exception of a royal salute).

The seniority of colours is acknowledged by the order they are 
paraded in.  The New Zealand Colour (New Zealand National 
Ensign or fondly referred to as the New Zealand flag) is most 
senior followed by the Order Banner and then the St John Colour 
(white St John Cross on a black background).  

�4 When moving around the parade ground, the most senior 
colour leads, followed in order of seniority
�4 When positioned on a parade ground, the most senior colour 

should be at the right (from the parade’s perspective)
�4 When being carried into a church, the most senior colour is 

last in and the first out.

In church parades and Investiture functions colour parties play an 
important role, often coming in after the clergy at the end of the 
procession and presenting the colour to the clergy members to be 
either placed in a stand or laid up on an altar.  The colours are then 
received back at the end of the service before the final blessing 
and lead the clergy and procession from the church during the 
final hymn.  Note that for Investiture colour parties in particular, 
the Order Banner (a white cross on a red background) must be 
carried by Order members.  It is not appropriate for cadets to carry 
the order banner.
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 > Handling the colour
When colours are on parade, they are always marched on 
ceremonially before the arrival of the official party and, at the 
conclusion, marched off prior to the parade being dismissed.

If you are parading two colours together (e.g. the St John Cadet 
Colour and the New Zealand Ensign), it is traditional to parade 
them in order of precedence.  This means the more senior or 
important colour comes in second.  If being paraded in one colour 
party, the New Zealand Ensign must always be paraded on the 

right hand side, and another guard should be added between the 
two colours with movements adjusted to take into account this 
extra guard.

Salute uncased colours at all times; cased colours are not saluted.  
Colours should only be cased for the purpose of transport from 
one place to the place they are to be paraded.  Should the order 
be given to fly the St John flag at half mast, colours should be 
paraded furled, that is rolled up neatly.

 > Roles
The members of a colour party play an important part.  They 
traditionally had very set roles.  The first and most important role 
is that of the colour bearer.  This person’s job is to carry the colour 
to maintain care for it and ensure that it doesn’t touch the ground 
or get disrespected.  This person needs to honour and care for the 
colour showing it the respect and importance it deserves.

The next role in importance is that of the commander.  The 
commander can always see where the colour is going as the 
colour will often block the vision of the colour bearer. 

The commander needs to know and hold the plan of the parade in 
their head making sure that they are in the right place at the right 
time and command the colour party appropriately.

The last role is that of the colour guards, known as escorts.  These 
two members were historically armed.  Their role is to make sure 
that no one approaches or interferes with the colour.  The escorts 
job is to make sure that the colour party is kept safe from all sides 
at all times.

 > Falling in / out
The colour party should be the last group to come on to a parade 
outside of the VIPs who are parading.  Before the colour party is 
commanded onto parade the officers should be in place and the 
flags should be raised on their poles.  

The colour party should be marched on just before the VIP party 
is brought onto the parade ground and then marched off as the 
VIP party leaves the parade ground (and before the flags are taken 
down).

 > Dressing “CENTRE dress” 
All the dressing for colour party are based on the bearer.

�4 The left escort performs a right dress, the right escort 
performs a left dress and the commander lines themselves up.  
The position is held until the commands eyes front.
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Colour Party Positions

 > Carrying the colour “CARRY THE colour”

�4 The colour bearer raises the colour sharply to a vertical 
position in front of the body with the right hand, bringing the 
left hand to the base of the pike and guiding it into the holster 
smartly
�4 Cut the left hand smartly to the side, pushing the right hand, 

forearm and elbow out to a horizontal position, hand in a fist 
with the back of the hand facing the front and fingers in line 
with the mouth. The lower corner of the colour should be 
lightly grasped, along with the pike, in the right hand.

When performed well, the bearer should be able to rest a tray on 
the right arm and have it sit nice and flat the whole time.

 > Ordering the colour “ORDER THE colour”

�4 The colour bearer brings the left hand to the holster, grasping 
it and smartly raises the colour pike out of the holster, using 
the left hand to guide it to the ground
�4 The colour pike is held in a vertical position on the right side, 

the base of the pike rests against the small outside right toe, 
the right hand grips the pike and lowest corner of the colour 
and the right elbow is kept close to the side. The colour 
should be allowed to hang naturally (not tightly stretched 
downward).

 > Standing at ease “STAND AT ease”

�4 The colour bearer stands with left foot off to left, as per normal
�4 The left hand remains at the side, slightly to the rear
�4 The colour can be sloped slightly out to the right side, making 

a slight angle from the bearer. 
�4 The commander and the escorts should stand at ease as 

normal.
�4 The colour party should never stand easy. The lowest corner 

of the colour should still be lightly grasped in the right hand, 
along with the pike.
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Marching as a Colour Party
When marching as a colour party all the dressings are taken off 
the colour bearer.  Escorts and the commander also take their 
pace length and timing off the colour bearer.  The colour bearer 
takes the lead from the commander and marches out at full paces.  
At times this may be particularly difficult and require a great deal 
of trust as the colour bearer can often have difficulty seeing in 
front of themselves.  The commander will often guide the bearer 
with small advisory comments of left or right to keep themselves 
on line.

 > Quick march
While marching in quick time the bearer’s left arm should be 
swung in time as normal.  The escorts and the commander swing 
their arms as normal.  The whole colour party should take their 
timing and dressing off the colour bearer.

 > Slow march
Slow marching is the most common pace used by colour parties 
and is performed as per normal drill.  Again, it is important that 
the whole colour party bases their timing and dressing on the 
colour bearer.

 > Wheeling
Wheeling is as per wheeling while marching in rank as per normal 
drill.
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Colour Party Forming
Colour party forms are done to keep the colour at the front of the 
colour party.  This keeps the colour facing forwards and centred at 
all times.

 > About form “AT THE HALT, ABOUT form”

This movement enables the colour party to reverse their direction 
without changing their positions relative to each other.

�4 The whole colour party begins marking time
�4 The left escort moves forward the right escort moves 

backwards
�4 The commander inclines to the left and turns their head and 

eyes to the right to maintain their position in the middle of the 
bearers back
�4 The colour bearer marks time while rotating 180 degrees to 

the right 
�4 The escorts maintain their dressings as the colour party rotates
�4 When the form has been completed all Mark time until the 

colour party commander halts the colour party.

 > Left form “AT THE HALT, LEFT form”

Carried out in the same manner as an about form with the 
corresponding changes in direction and commands.

�4 The whole colour party begins marking time
�4 The left escort moves back while the right escort moves 

forward
�4 The commander inclines to the right and turns their head and 

eyes to the left to maintain their position in the middle of the 
bearers back
�4 The colour bearer marks time while rotating a 90 degree turn 

to the left
�4 The escorts maintain their dressing on the way around
�4 Once facing left the colour party continues to mark time until 

the commander halts the colour party.

 
 

 > Right form “AT THE HALT, RIGHT form”

Carried out in the same manner as an about form with the 
corresponding changes in direction and commands.

�4 The left escort moves forward and the right escort moves back
�4 The commander inclines to the left and turns their head and 

eyes to the right to maintain their position in the middle of the 
bearers back
�4 The colour bearer marks time while rotating a 90 degree turn 

to the right
�4 The escorts maintain their dressing on the way around
�4 Once facing right the colour party continues to mark time 

until the commander halts the colour party.

Right Form Example

Pivot Point Movement Start

Final PositionMovement End (‘Halt’)

1

3

2

4
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Handling the Colour
The role of colour bearer is an important one.  The colour bearer 
must be physically capable of swinging the colour around and 
holding it straight and firm in their arms.  This takes some upper 
body strength and confidence.  The colour bearer is in control of 
the colour and as such is responsible for carrying the honour of 
the colour and ensuring that it is held well clear of the ground and 
conducted with the most honour and pride possible.

 > Lowering the colour
The colour is lowered as a mark of respect when passing a saluting 
dais.

On the words of command: “EYES”

�4 The colour is to be let fly (that is let go of the corner).

On the words of command: “left / right”

�4 The pike should be raised clear of the holster, and lowered to 
a horizontal position, with the base of the pike under the right 
armpit and the pike in line with the right shoulder. The left 
hand can be brought across and used to support the weight of 
the colour.  The colour party do not turn heads to either side. If 
parading with a colour party commander the commander will 
turn their head to the right (or left) and salute.

On the words of command: “EYES front”

�4 The colour bearer raises the colour to the carry position and 
catches the colour. The colour should be raised with the 
right hand and with pressure on the pike under the armpit. 
The body must not be moved to assist in raising the colour, 
however the left hand can be moved across to assist with 
raising the colour pike.

In most cases, the colour will be at the carry (corner held) but 
is let fly (corner released) for general salutes or when marching 
between markers at a saluting base, and lowered for a royal salute.

 
 
 
 
 
 

 > Fly the colour
Release the colour with the right hand and immediately seize the 
pike again. This is the general salute and is executed in the carry 
position.

 > Catch the colour
With the left hand grasp the pike directly below the right hand, 
with the back of the hand facing the front. Release the right hand 
and grasp the colour. Return the right hand with the colour held, 
to the pike. Cut the left hand to the side, resuming the position of 
the carry.  The bearer should now be holding the bottom corner 
of the colour in their hand (usually between the fingers by the 
fringe).
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 > Presenting the colour
At some functions, such as parades and church services, it is 
appropriate to present the colours to a person to be held for a 
ceremony and then receive them back.  This involves the colour 
bearer handing the colour over to either an officer or a religious 
person.  The following steps should be taken:

On the words of command: “Colour Bearer PRESENT colour” 

�4 The colour bearer should raise the colour clear of the holster, 
grab the pike firmly with their left hand, slope the colour to 
the right across their body then force the colour out firmly
�4 Once the colour is received the commander then calls a salute 

to the front for the bearer and the commander to execute a 
hand salute
�4 The commander then commands either a left or right turn and 

the colour party marches to their seats or position on parade
�4 After the service the colour party should form up again at the 

front and centre position to receive the colour.  As the colour is 
brought over the commander should command a salute to the 
front for the bearer and commander to execute a hand salute
�4 The colour bearer can then receive the colour and smartly 

return it to the carry position (inserting the pike into the 
holster and cutting the left arm smartly back).

Note: If the person receiving or presenting the colour is a 
uniformed officer they should execute a salute when approaching 
a colour party.  If the colour is being saluted by an officer then the 
commander only should return the salute.
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Saluting with the Colour
Saluting with a colour is amongst the highest honours to give a 
VIP.  A colour salute involves lifting the colour clear of the holster 
and lowering it down in salute of the VIP.  Colour salutes are often 
reserved for senior Order members, high ranking officers, MPs and 
other dignitaries.  The VIPs should be advised that they are going 
to receive a salute and the salute should only be offered once the 
VIP is in place at the saluting dais.

 > General salute “GENERAL SALUTE, salute”

Usually given at parades as a mark of respect to a senior VIP, the 
general salute is a simple move for a colour party.  

�4 The pike should be raised clear of the holster and lowered to a 
horizontal position, with the base of the pike under the right 
armpit and the pike in line with the right shoulder. The left 
hand can be brought across and used to support the weight 
of the colour.  The colour party commander executes a hand 
salute.

On the words of command: “OFFICERS ’shun”

�4 Raise the colour to the carry position and catch the colour. 
The colour should be raised with the right hand and with 
pressure on the pike under the armpit. The body must not be 
moved to assist in raising the colour, however the left hand 
can be moved across to assist with raising the colour pike.  
Sometimes the general salute is held for the length of a bugle 
tune that is also called general salute.  The colour should be 
replaced into the holster when the bugle salute is completed.

 
 
 
 
 
 

 > Royal salute “ROYAL SALUTE, salute”

St John is an incorporated Order of Chivalry under the British 
Crown.  That is to say that our organisation acknowledges the 
reigning sovereign as the head of our organisation.  As such 
our St John colour is the property of and a symbol of the British 
Crown and it is important that we acknowledge the sovereign, 
their representatives and members of the Royal Family with 
appropriate salutes.

It is not appropriate for a St John colour or flag to touch the 
ground; the one exception is when we give the royal salute.

In a royal salute, the pike is lifted clear of the holster and the head 
sloping to the left.  The left hand grasps the pike firmly at its base 
and the colour is let fly.  The pike is then carried out to the right 
and the flag then lowered to the ground, draped out in front of 
the colour bearer.

This salute is usually delivered with the playing of the sovereign’s 
anthem and the salute is held until the end of the playing. 
The colour is then lifted and returned to the holster in the 
carry position.  Throughout the royal salute the colour party 
commander should maintain a hand salute, lowering the salute at 
the end of the royal salute.
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Colour Party Format
The colour party will form up at the left of the parade ground  
from the cadet’s point of view, with the colour  
at the order (lowered) and standing at ease. 

 > “March on the colour”
�4 “Sir”
�4 “Colour Party, ‘Shun”
�4 “Colour Party, Carry the Colour”
�4 “Colour Party, Quick March”

The colour party quick marches out to the middle of the parade 
ground, halting in front of the parade commander.

�4 “Colour Party, Halt”
�4 “Colour Party, Left Form”
�4 “Colour Party, Halt”

They will then be inspected, the colour is left at the carry, and 
the colour party commander returns any salutes from inspecting 
officers.

When the inspection has finished:

�4 “Colour Party, Order the Colour”
�4 “Colour Party, Stand at Ease”

 

Parade Commander
Flagpole

Formation on parade

Parade Ground

Colour Party
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 > “Parade the colour”
�4 “Sir”
�4 “Colour Party, ‘Shun”
�4 “Colour Party, Carry the Colour”
�4 “Colour Party, Right Form”
�4 “Colour Party, Halt”
�4 “Colour Party, Quick March”

The colour party will quick march to the end of the parade 
ground.  

�4 “Colour Party, Halt”
�4 “Colour Party, About Form”
�4 “Colour Party, Halt”
�4 “Colour Party, Slow March”

The colour party will then slow march across the parade ground. 
At a distance of ten paces before the parade commander to a 
distance of ten paces past the commander, the colour party 
performs an eyes right.

�4 “Colour Party, Eyes Right”

The colour party commander will turn head and eyes to the right 
and perform a salute to the right salute.  The colour bearer will 
move the colour to the salute, let it fly and the escorts will keep 
their head and eyes to the front.

At ten paces past the parade commander, the colour party 
commander will command an eyes front.

�4 “Colour Party, Eyes Front”

The colour party commander will face the front and the bearer will 
return the colour to the carry position and catch it from the fly. 
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The colour party will then continue on to the end of the parade 
ground.  At the end of the parade ground the colour party will 
halt, about form and march back to the middle of the parade 
ground.

�4 “Colour Party, Halt”
�4 “Colour Party, About Form”
�4 “Colour Party, Halt”
�4 “Colour Party, Quick March”
�4 “Colour Party, Halt”
�4 “Colour Party, Left Form”
�4 “Colour Party, Halt”
�4 “Colour Party, Order the Colour”
�4 “Colour Party, Stand at Ease”

 > “March off the colour”
�4 “Sir”
�4 “Colour Party, ‘Shun”
�4 “Colour Party, Carry the Colour”
�4 “Colour Party, Left Form”
�4 “Colour Party, Quick March”

The colour party marches to the end of the parade ground where 
they started.  

�4 “Colour Party, Halt”

The colour party commander will salute the receiving officer and 
the colour bearer will then present the colour to the receiving 
officer.  Once received the colour party commander will salute 
again.

�4 “Colour Party, Officer on Parade, Dismiss”

The colour party commander marches the party off the parade 
ground, halting once clear and falls them out.
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Taking the lead
Commanding Drill
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COMMANDING DRILL

Commanding
A good consistent command technique is essential in producing 
good drill.  It takes a lot of practise to get a good drill voice so new 
commanders need to keep at it.  Commanders also need to know 
what they are doing and have a plan. 

Commands should be called in a loud, clear, plain voice so that 
they can be easily understood.  Commands should be given 
forcefully with a good snap so they inspire firm drill actions with 
the same level of snap. 

Drill commands are to be given from the position of attention.

Commanders should have high expectations to get the best 
results out of a group. Part of this is ensuring that their own ability,  
presence, uniform and commands are of the highest calibre. 
Whether commanding a divisional parade or an inspection by a 
member of the Royal Family, an ideal commander should maintain 
high expectations of the group they lead consistently.

Command voice

A command voice is a voice that makes people do what they 
are told. It is a combination of the right words, with the most 
appropriate tone and volume (note that this does not suggest 
screaming at people). Command voice accepts nothing less than 
the best and makes people do as they are told immediately, 
without question. Parade commands should always be clear and 
exact to encourage a sharp response.

Command presence

Command presence is a combination of command voice with an 
ability to front a squad confidently. It is the ability to walk into a 
room and take control just by being there with a few words. This 
is a combination of posture, uniform, self confidence and drill 
knowledge; all combined together with a good command voice 
and speaking ability. Commanders take control of groups and set 
standards by being the standard they expect first and foremost.

 > Parts of a command
Commands consist of four major parts:

Address (who)
�4 Commanded short and sharp to draw attention
�4 Who is to follow the command (e.g. Team, Squad, Division..)

Precautionary (where)
�4 For expert commanders and is often not necessary
�4 Direction on the parade ground (e.g. will advance, will turn to 

the right, will retire..)

Cautionary (what)
�4 Drawn out loud warning
�4 First part of what is to be done (e.g. right, quick, about..)

Executive (action)
�4 Higher pitch, sharp command
�4 Single syllable on which the formation actually moves (e.g. 

dress, march, turn..)

Examples
�4 Address, CAUTIONARY executive
�4 “Team will advance, QUICK march”
�4 “Squad will turn to the right, ABOUT turn”
�4 “Division, RIGHT dress”

Often there is no chance of confusion, so much of the command 
can be unspoken. In such cases there must always be the 
cautionary and executive part of a command.

Examples
�4 CAUTIONARY executive
�4 “RIGHT dress”
�4 “STAND AT ease”
�4 “SALUTE TO THE FRONT salute”
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 > Voice characteristics
The way a command is given affects the way a movement is 
executed. Commanders should maintain good posture, proper 
breathing, relaxed throat and an open mouth for effective 
sounding commands.

Volume

The voice should fill the command area appropriately, adjusted to 
the location, distance and number of individuals in the group.

Projection

Commanders should focus their voice well beyond the person 
farthest away to reach a desired distance without undue strain. 
Prolonging syllables also allows formations to get ready for what 
is coming next.

Clarity

Unclear commands cause confusion, so commanders should 
always emphasise commands with enunciation and proper words. 
Poorly spoken commands result in poor performance.

Inflection

Inflection is the change in pitch of a voice. Commanders should 
pronounce the cautionary part of a command with a full and 
somewhat rising tone and pitch, usually rising on the last syllable. 
A common fault is to start the cautionary command so high that 
raising the pitch for the command of execution is impossible 
without undue strain. A properly delivered command of execution 
is controlled, with no inflection.

Snap

The extra quality in a command that demands immediate 
response. It expresses confidence, decisiveness and indicates 
complete control of the situation. Commanders should aim to 
be precise, both in timing (e.g. the exact instant a heel strikes the 
ground) and correctness.

 > Crash commands
Sometimes a short, sharp command can be effective to gain the 
attention of cadets or correct problems.  These are called crash 
commands and include:

Stand fast

All members to come to attention and wait for instructions

Room

The same as for ‘stand fast’ but given to quiet a room during 
instruction or when a VIP enters.

As you were

This is a correcting command. If a mistake is made in 
commanding, ‘as you were’ returns a formation to the previous 
position they were in.
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 > Delivering commands
Timing the words of a command is crucial to the successful 
execution of drill manoeuvres. The cautionary may be drawn out 
over a number of paces, however in both slow and quick time 
marching, the cautionary is to stop when the squad is in the 
same position that the executive is to be called the next time the 
squad is in that position. For consistency the pause between the 
cautionary and executive is:

�4 At the halt - two beats of quick time 
�4 In quick time - two beats of quick time
�4 In slow time - one beat of slow time

Commands need to be called in an appropriately timed way.  This 
gives members being addressed time to prepare mentally for the 
move coming up.

Commanders should aim to space out commands, however if 
a situation requires a command to be called hard and fast, they 
should not hesitate - and the formation should respond the best 
they can (e.g. road hazards, collisions with other formations).

Below is a summary of marching manoeuvres and when the 
commands should be given:

Command Quick time Slow time

Halt Right foot Left foot passing the right

Left Turn Right foot Right foot

Right Turn Left foot Left foot

About Turn Left foot Left foot

Mark Time Left foot Right foot passing the left

Halting from 
Mark Time Right foot Right knee at highest point

Forward from 
Mark Time Left foot Right knee at highest point

Saluting Left foot Left foot

Eyes Left / Right Left foot Left foot

Eyes Front Left foot Left foot

 > Terms and forms of address
When performing doing drill all officers and leaders from the rank 
of Cadet Leader up should be addressed as Sir or Ma’am, and Mr, 
Miss or Mrs as appropriate.

NCOs should also be acknowledged by their rank, addressing 
them as sergeant or corporal (and sometimes their rank and 
surname to prevent confusion). Addressing NCOs in army slang 
such as ‘sarge’ or ‘corp’ is not appropriate.

Cadets may also be addressed with their role and surname (for 
example, Cadet Smith).

When a cadet or NCO is addressed by an officer or leader 
(particularly in a formal situation) the cadet should respond 
politely and clearly ending their statements with Sir or Ma’am 
as appropriate.  However it is not necessary to begin and end 
sentences in this way (i.e. “Sir, Yes Sir” is inappropriate).

Members must also never turn their back on someone more 
senior than them in rank.  In practise, this means that when after 
a salute, report or something similar members should turn to the 
right or the left and then return to their necessary position.  An 
about turn in this situation would be a mark of disrespect.
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Inspire new skills
Instructing Drill
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INSTRUCTING DRILL

The Drill Instructor
The role of a drill instructor puts leaders and NCOs at the forefront 
of cadets minds as the people they emulate and role model.

However, to do this effectively drill instructors need to explain the 
skill, relevant history, aims and place of drill in our organisation.

 > Qualities “MUPPET”

Drill is demanding and for instruction to be effective, a drill 
instructor should possess certain qualities:

Motivating: Drill instructors motivate a team towards excellence.

Understanding: Drill instructors are aware of a team’s ability and 
limits.

Passionate: Drill instructors should be extremely enthusiastic 
about drill.

with Personality: A drill instructor is much more than a 
commander. They build rapport with cadets and add their own 
unique element into instruction.

Encouraging: Drill instructors act as a coach, constantly providing 
specific feedback on what a team is doing well and points for 
improvement.

Thorough Knowledge: Drill instructors possess intimate details 
of what they are instructing.

 > Getting results
Cadets will learn from and imitate their drill instructor by the 
example they set. Therefore an effective drill instructor must:

�4 Present themselves in correct uniform at all times
�4 Give commands at the position of attention
�4 Move around formations, marching as they want them to 

march
�4 Demonstrate manoeuvres correctly and accurately (if props 

such as flags, colours and wreaths are required - try to use the 
real thing)
�4 Not use bad language (i.e. swearing, put downs, poor 

language)
�4 Model appropriate relationships between senior instructors 

(i.e. reporting, addressing by titles, handing over command)
�4 Take time out from leading to empower individual members.

Setting expectations

Although some of our members are young, they can and should 
be driven to achieve high standards for a sense of pride, self-belief 

and accomplishment. So long as this is encouraging and not 
similar to the abusive drill sergeants from movies and television!

A group of cadets will perform and work well when they have 
a good example set before them, they know what is expected 
of them and the standards that they must obtain. Cadets can 
perform well under a certain amount of pressure, however this is 
only useful when there is progress being made. Pressure without 
progress is counter productive and will damage morale and the 
desire to belong and participate.

Release of pressure, used in combination with feedback and praise 
can build good morale and add value to a group. This must be 
earned and warranted - rewarding cadets for minimal effort will 
compromise the success of drill instruction.

Drill instructors should also be aware that individuals in a 
team will have different needs and goals which will impact the 
standards you set for the wider team.
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Basic Instruction
Every drill instructor has their own unique style and approach to 
instructing a group. However, there are some general guidelines 
when instructing all types of drill.

 > Periods of instruction
Drill instruction should be undertaken in short bursts never 
longer than 30 continuous minutes without a short break. Drill is 
immensely physical and exercises the whole body. Cadets are not 
always familiar with the demands of drill and this can be quite 
exhausting as they become used to it.

 
 

 > Addressing formations
When instructing a group in formation, drill instructors should 
always ensure the group are standing at ease. Leaving a group 
at attention for explanations can cause unnecessary strain and 
discomfort.

 > Correcting faults
The best drill instructors are constantly looking out for faults and 
cadets having difficulty. Once identified they should be corrected 
and practised to ensure cadets understand the movement.

Correcting should be specific and possibly demonstrated before 
repeating the manoeuvre to ensure the cadet is aware of the fault. 
This also reinforces the expectations of the drill instructor who 
has a philosophy of ‘there’s no such thing as second best’. Failing 
to provide immediate feedback can result in a cadet incorrectly 
learning a manoeuvre which can be difficult to ‘unlearn’.

The imperfect instructor 

Drill instructors who make a mistake should quickly admit 
the fault and immediately correct themselves. It could also be 
beneficial to use the mistake as an instruction opportunity for the 
group. Admitting mistakes gains appreciation and esteem in the 
eyes of cadets, demonstrating to them that even their instructor 
is human.

 > Coaching
Coaching is an important ability for any drill instructor and is 
the art of assisting a group to perform a skill or movement in 
a smooth and encouraging manner. It aims to anticipate and 
eliminate possible challenges by identifying and addressing 
these concerns with the group or individuals before attempting 
movements.

Formal coaching is generally used before drill manoeuvres 
with supporting words of encouragement during and after 
the movement. Coupled with explicit feedback, coaching is 
an extremely effective method of instructing all types of drill 
manoeuvres. 

Drill instructors acting as coaches need to be conscious of the 
experience, skills and abilities of a group in order to predict and 
pre-empt potential difficulties.

Guidelines for successful coaching:

�4 Inspire self-belief in the groups ability
�4 Keep it short, simple, relevant and to the point
�4 Highlight key parts of the movement and common difficulties
�4 Use short words and descriptive language to illustrate the 

precision and speed of the manoeuvre (e.g. crack, drive, snap..)
�4 Encourage questions and comments where appropriate.
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 > Instruction tools
Command voice and presence are the critical skills for achieving 
great results, however there are a number of other tools at a drill 
instructor’s disposal to help set the scene and increase the quality 
of training:

�4 Drill music (with a tempo based on either slow or quick time 
during marching - most military music is this pace)
�4 Props such as metronomes, marked parade grounds, long 

sticks or string for dressing while marching and wheeling
�4 Marching songs to add a bit of pride and enjoyment
�4 Games that can be played to teach new skills
�4 Competitions and quizzes between individuals and teams to 

increase concentration and discipline
�4 Visual aides such as multimedia, DVD, online video, diagrams 

and presentations
�4 Guest instructors to add expertise and variety.

 
 

Notes on guest instructors

It is often useful to have an expert instruct drill. When utilising a 
guest instructor whose drill experience is not exclusively with  
St John, they should be provided a copy of this manual to ensure 
that they teach drill accordingly, using appropriate St John 
commands and movements. It is confusing to train cadets in drill 
that is Army, Navy, Air Force or even Police and Fire Service -based 
as St John drill is our own and unique in a number of ways.

 > Preparing for instruction
Before instruction, drill instructors should spend a brief period of 
time going through the skill or objective. 

Obviously the experience of a drill instructor defines how much is 
involved in this initial stage (whether it is a quick run through or a 
detailed examination of the skill). However all instructors should 
know beforehand what they are trying to achieve and have a 
rough idea of how this will occur.

By setting a goal for a session an instructor will not only bring 
focus to a group but will also provide direction for themselves in 
how they will help the group achieve their desired outcome.

Drill instructors can prepare by:

�4 Assessing the parade ground or area for instruction, taking 
into account size of formations and space required (e.g. 
marching manoeuvres)
�4 Practising the movement to ensure they have a highly 

polished demonstration, correct in every detail
�4 Practising any commands involved
�4 Deciding if the manoeuvre should be broken down into parts, 

or instructed as a whole movement in stages
�4 Considering how the manoeuvre could be introduced to the 

group (is it worth assessing the skill, do they need refreshing 
or revision, is there any relevant history or other information 
attached to it?)
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Instruction Technique
The technique used by drill instructors is largely defined by the 
skill or knowledge being covered and the experience of the group. 
There are many options available, however they all have their own 
strengths and weaknesses.

The first thing to address is whether the group need to only hear 
what the instructor has to say, or if they actually need to see a 
demonstration or visual aid. Having a group in formation of three 
ranks is useful for oral explanations and maintains positions easily, 
however for visuals it is far better to use a box formation, semi 
circle or even falling the group out to gather in front of a diagram 
drawn on the ground or whiteboard.

Depending on the experience and progress of the cadets, 
instructors can decide whether they direct whole sections or 
use other methods of delivery. It is often useful to divide into 
groups based on ability so cadets having difficulty can have more 
attention and others are not held back from advancing. In these 
situations it can also be effective for peers to instruct each other 
as this benefits the development of both the cadets leading and 
the cadets being instructed. Providing opportunities for cadets to 
practise individually can also be effective.

In effect, most instruction will be a combination of many 
techniques, using a variety of tools, so long as any break in 
formation is assembled swiftly throughout instruction.

Example formations

Formal Instruction

Box or Semi Circle

Falling Out

Standard Formation

Example practise options

Individual Practise

Group Instruction

Peer Instruction

Instructing the Whole
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Notes
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The serious stuff
Formal Ceremonies
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FORMAL CEREMONIES

Ceremonies
Ceremonies of various forms play a great role in St John, ranging 
from end of year divisional prizegivings, competition prizegivings 
and very formal occasions such as ANZAC Day, church parades 
and Investitures.

Anything can be made into a ceremony with the right sort of 
timing and intent.  Occasions such as presenting a badge to 
a cadet, acknowledging a leader leaving a division or even 
something as simple as raising and lowering a flag at the 
beginning and end of the day can all be made special by taking 
the time to do so.

Ceremonies need planning and practise, making sure that 
everyone taking part knows exactly what is going on.  When a 
ceremony is coming up, leaders should take time to think through 
a few questions:

�4 What is the purpose of this ceremony?
�4 How long until it happens?
�4 Who is taking part in the ceremony? 
�4 Who needs to be invited?
�4 What needs to get done beforehand?

Once leaders know what they are aiming for with the ceremony 
then can then plan the format and drill moves.  Ceremonial 
drill is all about the purpose and the spirit that is created which 
makes it work the best.  These things are a chance for cadets to 
demonstrate drill skills, show themselves off and feel good about 
St John and belonging to the Youth Programme.

It is important to have some flexibility built into ceremonies. 
Situations and events can change unexpectedly and it is 
important that leaders can think quickly and adapt what they are 
doing as required.

Some ceremonial events that we encounter in our Youth 
Programme include:

Inspections:  an inspection is something that some divisions 
undertake regularly and is important for encouraging cadets to 
wear their uniform correctly.

Formal parades:  such as the end of a camp, competitions or an 
end of year function.

Enrolment ceremonies:  an important part of making new youth 
members feel part of St John and introduces them to the formal / 
ceremonial ethos.

Funerals and weddings:  a great way to show the respect of  
St John for people at these important and special occasions.

ANZAC parades: an important national occasion that allows 
members to show their attachment to the history of our 
organisation serving our nation. 

Honour guards:  this is essentially a group formed to allow 
an individual or group pass between the guard.  This is a form 
of paying respect to the person passing through.  Often used 
in funerals and sometimes at weddings and even enrolment 
ceremonies.  

VIP visits and exec visits:  it is always good to put on some small 
ceremony to acknowledge VIPs.  Some VIPs warrant their own 
special ceremonies such as the Governor General or members of 
the Royal Family.  

End of camp parades:  a chance to acknowledge things achieved 
on camp, make presentations and promotions.
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VIPs
An important part of our ceremonial activities are visits by VIPs. 
VIPs can range from senior youth managers such as Area Youth 
Managers, District Youth Managers, senior St John managers, 
senior Order members and even civic leaders (e.g. Mayors and 
MPs).

It is important that VIPs are taken care of and made to feel special.  
Often this could simply be acknowledging the VIPs or sometimes 
providing the ‘full red carpet treatment’ by providing greeters, 
escorts and guides.

With big functions, VIPs should be provided with a brief of what 
the ceremony they are attending is and what they are going to 
be expected to do (especially if they are going to be expected 
to present or speak to the parade).  If they are going to make 
presentations then they need to be aware of this, know what 
they are going to be presenting and when.  Providing a detailed 
programme beforehand is always a good idea.

If VIPs arrive unexpectedly, leaders can simply greet them (ideally 
with a salute) and invite them to take part.  Leaders should also 
offer them a chance to inspect the division and a chance to 

address the parade if time allows during their visit.  

If there are badges or awards that need presenting then this also 
is an opportunity to allow your VIP to present these and give the 
presentation more significance.

If divisions have a good group of NCOs available they should 
be used to greet and escort VIPs if they are free.  This is a great 
chance for NCOs to meet and converse with our VIPs.  It is always 
worthwhile for VIPs to see how amazing our young leaders are.

Some important points of note around VIPs:

�4 VIPs should always be saluted.  They may either salute back (if 
they are uniformed) or simply nod
�4 Some VIPs will need to be more fully briefed than others.  If 

they are inspecting they may need to be aware that they can 
only talk a limited number of cadets
�4 Most VIPs will be understanding - just remember to treat them 

with respect and help guide them closely
�4 Never turn your back on a senior officer or VIP - this is rude.  If 

members have reported to a VIP, they should salute and turn 
to the right or left before taking up a position.
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Divisional Parades / Inspections
Leaders should prepare parades by setting up the hall, thinking 
about where the parade will be formed and where VIPS will be 
positioned.  If there are presentations, a table should be set up 
with the trophies, badges and certificates.  For these parades, all 
members should be in the formal black uniform.

If leaders don’t have a formal black uniform, the next preferred 
option is for them to wear their full green jacket (with sleeves).

The following is a simplified list of instructions used as a base for 
divisions to run their parades. There is also a guide to divisional 
parades on page 44. 

 > Suggested format
“Form up for parade”

Cadets form up in three ranks on designated right marker

“Division, ‘shun”      Cadets come to attention

“Division, right dress”      Right dress

“Division, eyes front”      Arms down, eyes front

“Division, stand at ease”   Stand at ease

“Division, right marker”    Right marker marches .. steps

“Division, fall in”      Division marches .. steps then  
        automatic right dress

“Division, eyes front”      Arms down, eyes front

Roll should be called by the NCO taking parade, with cadets 
coming to attention when their name is called.

The NCO then reports to the Divisional Manager (or other 
divisional officer) to present the roll book.

“Sergeant / Corporal (+ Surname) reporting, (number present) on 

parade Sir/Ma’am”

The NCO then salutes, turns to the right and marches to a position 
to the right of the squad. At this time the commanding officer 
addresses the division and advises what will be happening that 
night. Once finished, the commanding calls for the NCO to fall out 
the parade.

“Division, ‘shun” Cadets come to attention

“Division, fallout” Cadets turn to the right, pause then   
   march three paces

At the end of the divisional night the above parade format can 
also be used. The NCO may also stay at the front of the parade if 
there are no notices or messages. The only difference in the final 
parade of the night is that the parade is dismissed rather than 
fallen out.

“Division, ‘shun” Cadets come to attention

“Division, officer on parade, dismiss”

Cadets turn to the right, pause, salute, pause, then march three 
paces.
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Honour Guards
An honour guard is a corridor formation of two ranks facing 
towards each other.  This allows a space for an important group 
or person being honoured to pass through (sometimes further 
acknowledged with a salute, haka or waiata).

Some situations that may warrant the use of an honour guard 
include:

�4 Weddings
�4 Funerals
�4 Enrolment ceremonies
�4 VIP visits.

Forming up an honour guard should start with an even number 
of cadets and members.  They should form up in two ranks facing 
each other, with one end of the honour guard standing near the 
entry way or exit that the party is going to be passing through.  

The officer commanding should form up at one end of the honour 
guard and then be prepared to call the guard to attention when 
the party approaches.  The honour guard should then be called to 
a salute using either a salute to the front or saluting by numbers. It 
may be appropriate for the whole honour guard to salute or only 
the commanding officer to salute as the person being honoured 
passes through.  Alternatives to a salute can include performing a 
haka or a waiata depending on the nature of the event.  

Some pointers for a good honour guard include:

�4 Briefing everyone, making sure they all know what is going to 
be happening beforehand
�4 Line and dress the guard well, possibly even sizing the 

members in height
�4 Commands should be in a full voice appropriate to the 

situation.
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Funerals
The death of a St John member should be notified to the Order 
Matters and Chaplaincy Manager.

There is a range of tributes that St John can offer the family and 
the extent of our involvement will be based on the wishes of the 
next of kin.  Further information on this can be found in the  
St John HR Manual.

Death Notices

The division may place a death notice in the daily paper on behalf 
of the division. Official notification under the St John emblem in 
the Funeral Notices section of the newspaper will be placed by the 
appropriate Order Matters and Chaplaincy Manager.

 > Dress for funerals
Men: full formal uniform, including medals and white gloves

Women: full formal uniform, including medals and white gloves

Cadets: full formal uniform. 

Uniform for Casket Bearers

Full uniform (as above) should be worn by casket bearers.  Caps 
are not to be worn.  When carrying the casket by its handles, caps 
may be carried under the right or left arm as applicable.  When the 
casket is to be carried on the shoulder, caps are not to be either 
carried or worn. 

Casket bearers carrying a casket at the shoulder should be of the 
same or similar height.  It is also a good idea where possible to 
practise lifting the casket onto the shoulders.  This move is quite 
difficult and requires a great degree of strength and planning. To 
carry the casket at the shoulder, bearers should take the following 
steps:

�4 Step up to the hearse
�4 Pull out the casket handing it along to the other bearers like a 

stretcher
�4 Once the casket is out of the hearse, bearers then lift it to their 

shoulder height and turn their body under the casket so that 
the casket rests on the shoulder

�4 Step off short and slowly until they get to the casket rest at the 
front of the chapel
�4 Bearers halt and lift the casket, turning in to lower the casket 

to the casket rest.

Flag Draped Caskets

St John cadets are entitled to have their casket draped with the  
St John flag, or the Order flag if they are an Order Member. Flags 
are held at Regional Headquarters and the Order Matters and 
Chaplaincy Manager will make this available.

The flag is placed lengthwise over the casket with the corner (that 
would be at the top of the flagpole if flying) draped over the left 
shoulder of the casket.  Traditionally flowers are not placed on top 
of flag draped caskets.

Hat, Caps and Medals

Hat, caps and medals may be placed on the flag.  Flowers should 
not be placed on the flag, however since this is a widely accepted 
practise and if this is the wish of the family, then a family tribute 
only is to be placed on the casket.

The flag will be removed before the committal at the grave side.  
In a cremation service, the flag can be removed by the Funeral 
Director after the committal and before the cremation.
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 > Guard of honour
A guard may be formed at any entrance to a church, chapel, 
crematorium or grave side.  The guard should be evenly spaced, 
sized and spread out between the hearse and the entrance way 
or grave side. Two ranks should be formed up one on each side of 
the walkway with the more senior officer nearest the hearse. 

The senior officer present takes up the first position by the hearse 
on the right side of the guard with other officers, in order of 
seniority, taking up position on the right side.   

The officer in command of the guard takes up position in the first 
position on the left side of the guard, opposite the senior officer, 
and cadets take up their respective positions in the left guard 
extending to the entrance way.

Individual officers will come to attention and salute as the casket 
passes from one metre approaching them to one metre past 
them.

On the arrival of the widow, widower or other immediate family, 
the senior officer should greet them with a courtesy salute.

If the hearse passes uniformed cadets in the street, cadets will 
come to attention and all officers will salute.

Male cadets, officers and adult members will remove their caps 
on entering the chapel or church, and at the grave side before the 
service commences.  The hats of female cadets remain on.

 > Filing past the casket
Once the committal has taken place, cadets attending the service 
may file past the casket and place on it a flower, St John wort or 
soil.  Caps will be worn when filing past the casket and once each 
individual cadet has placed a tribute on the casket, he/she should 
stand to attention, salute the casket, then retire.

If the Last Post is sounded, all officers will salute and cadets will 
come to attention.  Officers will not salute during the reveille or 
the rouse, although these are sometimes played directly after the 
end of the Last Post.
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Church Services
Church services (sometimes called church parades) are a very 
traditional part of the Youth programme.  When planning a 
church parade, work closely with the leader of the church.  Some 
churches and congregations can include St John ceremonial 

aspects easily, whereas other churches are more informal.

Requirements vary according to the size and layout of the church. 
Therefore, the following are general guidelines.

 > Procession
Colour parties take up position at the rear of the church (or at a 
position as arranged with the church authorities), always away 
from the main access for the public taking their seats.

If there are no choir, clergy or senior Order Members processing, 
it is common for the colours to be moved to and from the 
altar during the singing of the first and last hymn. (If there is 
a procession, then the colour parties will take up position as 
directed by the person responsible for organising the ceremonial 
procession).

At the appropriate time the colour party, with the colour at the fly, 
will march in slow time down the centre aisle to the altar.

Where space permits, the colour party proceeds up the chancel 
steps and halts three paces from the altar steps. The colour bearer 
takes two paces forward, raises the colour just clear of the holster, 
controls the pike with the left hand and slopes the pike to the 
right at an angle of 30 degrees, extending both arms forward at 
full extent and ‘hands over’ the colour to the clergy. While the 
colour is being draped over the altar, the bearer takes two paces 
backwards, rejoining the colour party.

When the colour is in position on the altar, all cadets of the colour 
party salute together, remove hats, turn and in single file move off 
in quick step to reserved seating.

 > Recession
During the singing of the last hymn, the colour party, with hats 
off, move to their position three paces from the altar steps and 
together replace hats and salute together.

The colour bearer moves forward and kneels on the altar steps, 
receives the colour, rises, takes two paces backwards and rejoins 
the escort.

If the colour is received after the blessing has been given and 
the national anthem sung, the colour party about form and slow 
march down the aisle, taking up a position in the vestibule or 
other suitable place until the main body of the congregation has 
left the church.

If the colour is received before the blessing and national anthem, 
the colour is dipped during the national anthem and usually for 
the blessing.  The colour party must be aware of the programme 
in advance.  After the anthem and blessing, the colour party 
proceeds as previously outlined.

In all cases where a full procession is held, the colour party take 
up their position as arranged with the person organising the 
procession.

Where two colour parties are involved, the order of the Exit 
Procession is the reverse of the Entry Procession.
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ANZAC Services
As part of our programme we encourage our cadets to attend 
and take part in ANZAC Day services. This day is an important 
observance for our country and there has been a resurgence 

amongst young people attending in recent years. Taking an active 
part of these occasions makes it even more special.

 > Preparation
A leader should be appointed for the group who is familiar with 
the following information (as well as having a high standard of 
drill). 

If the service covers an area where more than one St John group 
exists, contact Regional Headquarters or the other groups to see 
if there will be any other St John representation at the service to 
ensure St John has a unified presence.

Contact should be made with the organisers beforehand, 
acquiring information about assembly time, location and general 
expectations (this will usually be the local RSA). The leader should 
let the organisers know that they wish to lay a wreath, so St John 
can be inserted into the programme. The leader is to organise a 
wreath and take it to the service on the day! 

Due to the nature of ANZAC services it is important that the  
St John parade has appropriate first aid equipment on hand 
should it be required.

ANZAC services are most often at times of the day preceding meal 
times. Since cadets are unaccustomed to standing on parade for 
long periods of time, it is important that they have sufficient food 
and drink prior to the event to avoid them fainting. Cadets should 
be instructed that if they become unwell during the parade, that 
they should fall out to the side of the parade ground.

Poppies should be worn on Poppy Day (usually the Friday 
before ANZAC Day) and ANZAC Day. The poppy is to be worn 
immediately above the name badge. 

Services throughout the country will vary, but are normally held 
at the same venue with procedures being maintained from year to 
year. Generally the following parts make up the service:

�4 March
�4 Forming up on the parade ground
�4 Dedication 
�4 Prayers
�4 Lesson 
�4 Address
�4 Commemoration
�4 Laying of wreaths
�4 Remembrance
�4 Firing of Volleys
�4 Last post
�4 One Minute Silence
�4 Reveille
�4 Blessing.

The parade will have a parade commander from whom it can be 
established:

�4 The group’s position in the march – this varies, but usually will 
be to the rear of the New Zealand Cadet Forces with other 
civil organisations in the order of precedence as laid down by 
Internal Affairs
�4 Where the group are expected to form up on the parade 

ground (this will usually be in the same order as the march)
�4 At what stage the wreath should be laid (this will usually be in 

the same order as the march).

The group should also be instructed on when to salute, when men 
should remove hats and how a wreath should be laid beforehand.
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All cadets will salute:

�4 When the group leader instructs them to (i.e. when passing or 
being passed by colours it is important to remember that all 
colours should be saluted regardless of service).

The senior officer will salute:

�4 At the playing of the national anthem
�4 During the Last Post but not the Reveille.

Men should remove hats:

�4 When instructed to by the chaplain
�4 During all prayers.

A wreath should be laid in the following fashion:

�4 Two cadets slow march forward each with one hand 
supporting the wreath
�4 Halt and simultaneously place the wreath
�4 Take one pace backwards, salute, turn and quick march back 

to their positions.

All other commands will be received from the parade commander, 
with any further necessary commands given by the leader of each 
group.
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Parades / Reviews
Ceremonial functions act as a reminder to cadets that they 
belong to an organisation with proud traditions of service dating 
back a thousand years.  The Order of St John is one of the oldest 
remaining Orders of Chivalry and ceremonial functions help to 
maintain those traditions.

Ceremonial functions also demonstrate to the public the proud 
traditions and heritage of the Order. Therefore, all those taking 
part must be aware of their role and what is expected of them 
before assembling for any ceremonies in view of the public.

Information on what is expected and the parade format must be 
provided to all those taking part. Members who are not familiar 
with drill will likely require instruction well before the planned 
event. 

Parade Commander

The position of parade commander is not necessarily an 
appointed position, but may be accorded to an NCO who has the 
ability to arrange and supervise a ceremonial occasion.

The parade commander should be able to make all arrangements 
(in consultation with the officers concerned) and ensure adequate 
instruction and information is passed on to cadets who will be in 
attendance.

Place of Review

In many cases, the reason for the review will dictate the site, but 
for reasons of public awareness, it is important that functions 
are held in a large central place where spectators are likely to 
congregate.

 > Assembly
Good prior planning and organisation at the site will reduce the 
time cadets are expected to stand before the arrival and review 
by the official party.  The need for good organisation of cadets in 
front of the public should be obvious.

 > Inspection
Where there are a large number of cadets on parade, they should 
be divided into appropriately sized smaller groups so that various 
members of the official party can simultaneously carry out the 
inspection, reducing the overall standing time.

Each member of the official party delegated to inspect a group 
will be accompanied by the senior officer in charge of the group 
for the day.

The officer escorting VIPs around the inspection should allow 
them to set the pace.  It is sometimes important to brief VIPs 
about how many cadets they should stop and talk to.  As they 
escort VIPs around, officers should introduce cadets if required.  
Cadets should also be briefed on how to speak to VIPs.
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